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AGURDA ITKM 9 (-1 

ADDRESS RT MR. MIGUBL TROVOADA, PRXSXDERT OP THE DBMOCPt4TIC RBPUBLIC 01 
SAO TOUE AlID PRINCIPB 

w  (interpretation from Arabic): Thir rorntnq the Aameldly 

will hear en addrosa by the Premident of the Dewxratic Ropuhlic of Sao Tow 

and Principe. 

PrW of a9 ml of sAQa2mPd 

ted intotihJhw&bssrRblvEIsll. 

D (intorpretstion from Arabic): On behalf of the 

General Assembly, I have the honour to welcome to the United Mationm the 

President of the Derucratic Republic of Sao Tow and Principe, His 3xcellency 

Hr. Higuel Trovoada, and to invite bin to addream the Assembly. 
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v (interpretation fra ?rancb)r In addrerain. this 

Eorty-sixth rorsion of the General Amwmbly, X rhould like first of al; to 

exprerr the rorpqj and very high oateem felt by the people of Sao Tome and 

Prlcwipe toward6 this noble Organiration, whose activities attest to the 

importance of it8 role in the soarch for underrtandinq between peoples in 

order to ssfupard peace betmon nationa. 

Allow w, Sir, to convey to you my congratulations on your election as 

President of the General LLrsembly at this session and to take this opportunity 

to wish you every success in carrying out your work. Hy dolegation is 

convinced that your osperience and your great qualities are the surest gauge 

of that succosa. Over and above your personal qualities, this choice is also 

an expression of our cormsunity’s recognition of the increasing role your 

country, Saudi Arabia, is constantly playing both in the Middle East and . 

internationally. 

I now turn to the Secretary-General, to convey to him the tribute of the 

people of Sao Tome and Principe and to tell him how much admiration and esteem 

we have for the work he has carried out over his 10 years at the helm of the 

biggest and most prestigious of international organizations. He has been able 

to steer this frail craft witn persistance, courage and firmness towards less 

hasardous shores by avoiding, with the wisdom and lightness of touch all 

recognise in him, the perils that lay along its course. We are grateful to 

him for this. 

We particularly welcome the return of the three Baltic republics into our 

cosununityr in this act of justice they have regained their rights, Our 

warmest congratulations go also to the Marshall Islands and to Micronesia. We 

greet the two States of the Korean people here present in the wish that this 
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form will provide then with a l ettiag and an additjmal opportunity for 

dialogue and concertation which nay bring about rapid progresr along their 

converging pathr toward8 the reunification of their homeland. 

Indeed, we set great rtore by dialogue and concertation a8 the 

inrtrusmenta of choice in the queut for peace, as nuch within States ar in the 

relations between them. That im why we are no very ploarod et l eeing peace 

covering even more ot the world, whether at the national level - and here we 

cannot but pay a resounding tribute to our Angolan brothers for their courage 

and wirdon in negotiating and signing a peace agreement, or at the regional 

level - and here we are referring to the forthcoming international conference 

on the Middle East, at which we hope to see the national righta and legitimate 

interests of all the States and peoples concerned prevail, including, of 

course, those of the State of Israel and the Palestinian people. 

Hay the spirit of peace guide those parties which are still in conflict, 

in Mozambique an in Cambodia, in Yugoslavia as in Liberia, in El Salvador as 

in the Sudan. 

We hail the irrrninent referendum in Western Sahara, in which the Sahraoui 

people will have an opportunity to express their views freely on their 

political future. 

We deeply regret the fact that such an opportunity has not yet been given 

to the people of East Timor, who went straight from being colonixed to being 

occupied in the aftermath of a foreign invasion. We hope that the 

international co-nity, which was capable of reacting promptly in Kuwait to 

uphold the law, will be capable of finding a formula that vi11 also enable the 

Maubsre people to exercise their sacred right to self-determination, 
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Still within the context of rliniaating hotbeds of tearioa within 

national boundarior, we cannot but mention the positive develo~ntr in the 

situation in South Africa. tor quite a rhile aow, the country has been 

experioacing major changer in rerpoct of its apartheid policy. The main 

pillars of thir aherrant syrtem have been dismantled, and the dynamic of 

negotiation thur reone to be gaioiag the upper hand over the destructive logic 

of violent confrontation, We congratulate all the parties involved in this 

pfOCe8s, and urge them strongly to continue down the path of dialogue with a 

viaw to auccersfully defining an institutional framework capable of 

guaranteeing peaceful national coeriatence. It is our dearest hope that this 

great African nation will soon occupy the pole position which it should hold 

within the Orpanixation of African Unity (ON) and which will remain empty so 

long as the country is not totally wiped clean of some lingering aftereffects, 

racial dia-zrimination in other guises, vhich prevent it from proclaiminy the 

equality of its citizens before the law with all that that entails. 

This generai trend towards the elimination of hotbeds of tension 

throughout the world is perfectly consistent with the trend towards universal 

ilibQ!a* which has not faltered over the last few year.8 and has given mankind 

fresh cause for hope. The conflicts which are occurring here and there, 

stenuning from certain specific local causes, do not seem to us capable of long 

withstanding the spirit of dite_ete preveiling in relations between the great 

countries. 

Accordingly, c)c, are witnessing movements towards dismantling a number of 

conventional and nuclear weapons and other means of mass destruction, which, 

f  irat, is very reassuring, and, secondly, enables us to dream of the 

extraordinary progress which could be achinved in th- field of economic, 
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scientific and huaan devolqmneat If SONO of the ro~outco~ which woto fotmerly 

allocated to the80 waponr could M wed to wet the aoedr of thr the least 

&evoloped countrioa Aowvet, to do thfr, pethap a groator awatene88 ir . 

needed of the community of interO8t8 which bind8 the rich countries to the 

poor in the face of the coimnon destiny they 8eem ineluctably to rhate. 

At the moment when to our qteat tegtot the Secretary-Geaetal ir taking 

leave of hia office, he ha8 given ~8~ with that uptight hOnO8ty that i8 the 

prerogative of truly free spirits, hi8 tafleCtiOn8 on th0 8tate Of Africa 8t 

the end of five years of the special Ptogramaae of Action for African Economic 

Recovery and Develqnaeat, which ~88 approved in January 1986. Be paint8 an 

objective picture which, we have to adnit, i8 fat from encouraging; it is, in 

fact, an acknowledgment of failure. Uoteover, what elre could it have been, 

when the inegualities in the term8 of trade, which go against the African 

countries, only tender the effort8 some of thO80 countries have courageously 

undertaken to diversify and increase production more and mote pointless? What 

else could it have been, when the direction of the financial flow8, owing in 

particular to debt service payments, ia, as we all know, from Africa onwards? 

It is true, by this logic that Africa will continue to get poorer. But is 

this inevitable? Frankly, we do not think 80. 
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Africa, am otherr have maid Jzmfcro and a8 othorr will he able to ray 

better than UI. harbourr the human and natural resources seeded for 

advancemnt. But it is 8till necemmarp for parameter8 such as justice and 

solidarity to form part of the economic dimenrioa of international relations. 

It f8 necemrary for the fluctuating, temporary interests of State8 to give way 

to the permanent interertr of poopler, enduring intorortr. 

Justice and solidarity: the8e two word8 are the true keys to the 

much-derired peace that we have rpokea of, words without which nothing lasting 

can h8 built. Justice, hecau8e poverty, unlike wealth, has a tolerance 

threshold. I f  ineqllality pushes people to the extreme limit of what can be 

borne, the racial explosion become8 inevitable, and ao one can predict the 

coasequeacea of the revolt of a people unleashed when they have nothing to 

lose becauas they have nothing to defend. And in this chapter of economic 

inequality and social injustice, what is true for one country is also true for 

a continent. 

Indeed, it is difficult for us, with all the means of coxsnunication and 

exchange that we have today and that continue to develop at a rapid pace, to 

conceive of a peaceful coexistence in the community of nations between a few 

Opulent oases of prosperity in the middle of a vast desert of poverty, poverty 

that grows snore and mOre acute. In these circumstances, there appears on the 

horizon a danger which must absolutely be prevented. 

The answer lies in solidarity - not philanthropic aolidarity, dictated 

only by the whima of the heart and confused with charity, but solidarity based 

on the rightness of reason. That alone can 8ave us. Not to acknowledge this 

is to be an ostrich, and it does no good to hide one's head, because reality 

is stubborn. 
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The danger that can fall upon UI from tho rky, whothor it be from the 

holes in the OXODO layer or fron the clouds of Chernobyl, maker DO dirtinction 

between men or between countries. When the Indian in the distant hmaron 

forest cut8 dawn a tree, when an African farmer burn8 him field@ in order to 

prepare the land for hir cropm, romewhere, thourandr of kilometres away, 

someone breathes less earilyr hence tho groat crumado for tho prorervation of 

nature and tho dofqnco of the environment, which we enthusiastically mupport. c 

We are pleased with the iniLiative to hold the Unitod Natioom Conforooce 

on Environment and Development, which is scheduled for next year in Braril. 

Envirorunent and development: hore we are on the right path towards the 

necessary awareness of the conception, programming and implementation of the 

mechanisms loading to the materialiration of more active solidarity between 

the rich countries of the North and the poor countrios of the South. Aa long 

aa our people have at their disposition no resources other than wood to cook 

their food and build their houses, 88 long as they have no accona to loss 

archaic technology - let us not deceive our*elves - trees will continue to be 

felled and fields to be burned. 

It is our fear that, in the development of solidarity, Africa will once 

again be forgotten. The systematic marginalization of our continent has led 

aome people to develop pessimistically inclined philosophical concepts, which 

we consider negative. 

Sao Tome amd Principe is a very small country, forgotten among the 

fcrgotten. It is small geographically and demographically but groat in its 

will to succ,ed, trying, within the constraints of its enormously limited 

financial., natural and human resources, to make the necessary effort and 

sacrifices. 
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Of COUrIo, Sso Tome and Principe’e emall rise and lack of major feeource8 

are a groat handicap, becaueo we have no wey of attracting tho attention of 

tho world’1 decirion makore. Xowevor, this may be en advantage, because 

cooperation with Sao Tome end Princlpe ie available to any doveloped country. 

Aerirtance, however insignificant it right 8oom. ir in itrolf meaniogful for a 

8rall country. Something achi rU at a coet that would eoo~* laughable to 

other8 could have a poeitive impact on the conditione in which the people of 

Sao Tome and Princf.po livo. 

There effecte can be i-diate and vieible to the naked eye. But one 

might wonder why thie small country ia still in the same situation today. The 

feaaona are, in gonere1, sufficiently well known. Sons are directly or 

indirectly attributable to us. whilo others are not. 

Air for the former, wo rose up in victorious battle against a monolithic 

regime that constricted individual freedom and brought with it the defects of 

totalitarianism, in contempt of human values and fundamental rights. 

Our victory has been manifested, following a difficult, persistent, but 

peaceful struggle, in the restoration of a democratic, pluralistic regim in 

Sao Tone and Principe. Whether on the occasion of the ratification of the 

democratic Constitution by popular referendum on 22 August 1990, or in the 

legislative elections on 20 January 1991 or in the presidential election held 

on 3 March of the same year, the people of Sao Tome and Principe determinedly 

chose change, with order and calm. It is true: our democratic transition 

succeeded, our people displayed a lofty civic sense and the institutions that 

resulted from the new legal and constitutional framework were established anti 

are operating smoothly. 

The multiparty system that is now part of our national political 

landscape is starting to become familiar to us. Our former leaders r..aintain 
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their presesce - they have thafr rightful place in society. The amall Emily 

that i+ the people of Sao Toas and Princips could sow finally be reconciled 

with its traditions of joy. brotherhood, I .&era and serenity if the economic 

aad financial situation of the country were not 80 disastrous. 

In order to try to remedy tbia aituatiok, tbe neu demxratic regime has 

reamed negotiations with the Brotton Woods inetitutioas with a view to 

revitaliring the structural adjssteent progrm, vhieh was suspenJsd because 

of the former regime's lack of respect for the commitments it had urrdsrtaken. 

A series of measures adopted last May in order to reduce our macroeconomic 

distortions did not produce the desired results. Therefore, a nw package of 

more-binding measures has just been applied. The Governamnt has thus 

displayed its determination to deal vitb the real problems and its vi11 to 

cooperate with international financial irratitutions and the international 

commnity as a vhole. 

As for the pedple of Sao Tome and Principe, whose purchasing power 

shrinks year by year, they are having a great deal of difficulty tolerating 

the impact of the two devaluations. of 22.5 per cent and 40 per cent, fa the 

apace of three and a half months , a 275 per cent increase in the price of 

fuel, a tvo-thirds reduction in the budgetary deficit from on% year to the 

next, salary free2ea - all this in a context of price truthfulness, which is 

appropriate to a market economy. 
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We &DOW th8t the country aurrt purruo a policy of strict economic and 

financial management and that, in order to due 80, certain stabili8ing 

wamurem muat be undertaken. But we 0160 know that without a sustained effort 

in the l conomy’m production rector. there can be no viable stability. 

That is why ti rirh to launch from this rostrum a mincere and formal 
P 

appeal to the international co-unity to support the effort8 and racrificea of 

the people of Sao Tome and Principa in its very unequal rtruqqle against 

poverty, suf faring and misery. We need support in the elaboration and 

financing of small projects in the field of infrastructure and production; 

support in the training of national cadroE, without which it is difficult to 

ensure development; and iwnediate support in creating the conditions necessary 

to mitigate the social consequences of structural adjustment, vhich are unduly 

harsh for some segments of the population - women, children and the elderly in 

particular. 

Thirty years ago, I ceme to the United Nations aa a nationalist leader 

and a petitioner. I was allowed to describe before the Fourth Corrmitt;te of 

“he General Assembly the situation of the people of Sao Tone and Principe, 

which had suffered under the colonial yoke for five centuries. 

In 1975, the year my country acceded to independence and became a State 

Member of the United Nations, I had the great privilege as Head of Government 

of thanking the con&nity of nations, from this very rostrum, for its support 

of our liberation qtruggle and of requesting at the asme time its generous 

assistance for the work of national reconstruction that we were about to 

undertake. 

Today, it is my great honour to return here, as my country’s first 

democratically elected Head of State, to plead for support for democracy and 

respect for the values of human rights in which we firmly believe. The 
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democracy we have freely chosen and established ia still fragile, and our 

legal structureu are embryonic. They must be supported and strengthened. The 

only danger threatening them at this time - ard it is a major one - is the 

economic and financial situation of the country and its inability to coI>e, 

through its own means, with the people's extreme poverty. 

If we do not succeed in solving these problem8 - and that is possible 

only with the help of the international community - we fear that the 

democratic xhievements of Sao Tome and Principe will be jeopardired. It 

would be disastrous for our people and othera if the unreat which has arisen 

elsewhere in favour of democracy were to occur in Sao Tome and Principe 

against it. 

We retain the hops that this will not be the case, because we know tiat 

we, a country committed to freedom, peace and justice, will never allow hunger 

to smother hope. 

The PRESLW (interpretation from Arabic): On behalf of the 

General Assembly, I wish to thank the President of the Democratic Republic of 

Sao Tome and Principe for the statement he has just made. 

Mr. M&i&fuel Troyebda, President of thetiwgxmublic of SapTome g& 

r P in from the General AssemlQy Hall. 
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STAT- BY THK PRRSIDBRT 

s (interprotatioa Cron Arabic): At 10 a.m. thir 

morainq, the follouinq deleqatloar wro preaont in tha Goneral Aartily Ball: 

Albania, Alqmria, Amqola, Antigua and Barbuda, Australia, Bahrain, Belarua, 

Botmmm, Brunei Dsrumsalam, Burkina laao, Burundi, Canada, China, Eqypt, 

Rquatorial Guinea, Gabon, Germany, Greece, Kuwait. tbm Libyan Arab Jamabiriya, 

Liechton@toin, Lithuania, Malawi, Uamibia, Nepal, the Hotbarlandr, Iew 

Zealand, OIMn. Pakirtan, Peru, the Philippiamr, Portugal, Qatar, Sao Tome and 

Principo, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Thailand, 

Ukraine, the United Arab Kmirater, the United Kingdom, the United Statirr, 

Uruguay, Yuqoalavia, Zaire and Zimbabwe. I wish to thank those deisgations. 

I want to note that on Friday i mitted to announce that Burundi, Ghana 

and olran were indeed in the Hall at 10.05 a.m. 

Punctuality ir important if we are to complete our vork on rchedule, 

which I am sure we all aru eager to do. 

ADDRKSS BY MR. LKONID KRAVCWK, PRLSIDKNT O? THE VERKHWNA RADA O?’ UKRAIME 

s (interpretation from Arabic)8 The A,srembly will now 

hear an address by the President of the V~lrkbovns Pads of Ukraine, His 

Excellency Hr. Leonid Krsvchuk. 

Hr. Leoaid Kravchy&, PrQpideat of the VerlrBovaa Rsda QC Ukrane, w  

sscortadiato-Gsnerp,lhsssmblv* 

s (interpretation from Arabic); On behalf of the 

General Asssmbly I have the honour to welcome to the United Nations the 

President of the Verkhovoa Rada of Ukraine, His Excellency 

Mr. Leonid Aravchuk, and to invite him to address the Assembly. 
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PrrridrnL (rpoko ia Ukraioiaot Baqlirh text furnished by 

the dalogation)e Allow me firrt of all to eollgratulate youI Sir, on your 

l lectioo to the high port of Premidoot of the Goooral Al~mbly. Only the most 

outrtanding diplo#aats cao become eligible for that honour, which is conferred 

upon thorn onto in a lifetime and for just ooe year. Yet today FI ringls year 

may mom historic dovoloprents that IO the past would hnve spannod revoral 

decsdes. The proclamation by our Parliament of thr independence of Ukraine 

and of the creation of an independent Ukrainian State was the culmination of 

the e9o-old aspirations of the Ukrainian people. The date of 24 August 1991 

was a turning-point opening a new era in the history of Ukraine. 

Ukrainiana remain grateful, Mr. President, to your predecessor, 

Hr. Guide da Marco of Malta, who so ably guided the work of the forty-fifth 

session of the General Assembly. Last August he came on an official visit to 

Kiev and wa8 the first foreign dignitary to welcome the proclamation of 

Ukrainian independence. We see that as a symbol of direct United Nations 

involverwnt Jn the sweeping process of liberation that has changed the face of 

the world in the second half of this century. 

I join those who have welcomecc the admission to the great family of the 

United Nations of three former Sovibt republics: Latvia, Lithuania and 

Estonia. I am convinced that their independent foreign policies within the 

United Nations will be vigorous and effective in promoting their own interests 

4s ~011 a6 those of the international conununity. I hope we will soon be able 

to welcome other republics of the former Union that may wish to bocoma Members 

of the United Nations. 
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I should like also to add our greeting8 to those extended to the People’s 

Democretlc Republic of Korea, the Republic of Korea, the Federated States of 

Micronesia and the Republic of the Marshall frlands. 

Thus, Mr. President, you are presiding over a session attended by a 

record number of Member-States! almost all the nations of the world are 

represented in this Hal). today. One cannot fail to notice many things that 

make this session different from the first aeaaion of the General &BBOmbly, 

which gathered together the representatives of the 51 founding Membera, 

including Ukraine. 

yet the substance of the Assembly’s deliberations shows that in 1991, 

just aa in 1945, Government representatives come to United Nations 

Headquarters spurred by the aspirations of their peoples to peace and 

development, security and cooperation, hclman rights and justice. 

Representatives to the United NatiOnB from different States share a common 

concern for the future of humanity rooted in the concern of each of them for 

the tuture of his or her own people, family and children. Ukrainian children 

affected by the Chernobyl disaster were welcomed by families in Prance and 

Germany, the United States and Australia, Cuba and Finland, Canada, Israel and 

other countries. Hence, coming here today on behalf of a grateful Ukraine, I 

can confidently speak of a triumph of the lofty human ideals embodied in the 

purposes and principles of the United Nations. This is a source of hope for 

ordinary people. 

The hungry from drought-stricken Africa, the suffering fleeing from areas 

of military, racial or ethnic conflict, the sick fleeing from the territories 

affected by the Chernobyl explosion: all of them look towards the United 

Nations with hope in their eyes and a plea in their hearts. The recent 
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United Hationr pledping coaterenco and Unit.6 Wallow-epon8ored meamwou to 

help the victiae of other l mergoncier prow that the hoper tha United Rationa 

iarpiroa around the world are not unfounded. This ir particularly true at e 

time when the Organirstion is, as is only logical, assuming a greater role a8 

n universal centre for coordinating the objective8 and actions of ststosr a 

time of revitalisation for the United listions. 

Leaving behind the age of bitter ideological confrontation, we can 

finally dispense with the errno race, which has been 10 wasteful and, in a 

historical perspective, ruinour for humanity. 

The implementstion of the Soviet-United State8 Treaty on 

intermediate-range nuclear forces, the signing of the Treaty on a 30 per cent 

reduction in strate9ic offensive arms, the Treaty on conventional forcea in 

Europe, and the considerable progress made in drafting an international 

convention to prohibit and fully eliminate nuclear weapons are landmark 

developments of recent history which we acclaim and will promote to the best 

of our ability. 
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Rabindranath tagofo, the groat Indian thinker, maid that the only way to 

get closer to the future WMI to advance towards it. Tho latort proposal by 

Preaideat Burh, supported by the leadorm of the other aucloar Poworr, for 

drastic cuts in shart-range aucloar wmapona 18 a significant rtep toward@ a 

more secure future. All initiativor rhich roduco the nuclear threat are 

wholeheartedly welcomed by Ukraine. 

We think the United Hatioaa should asai8t in artending the l copa of 

promising reductions in military copabilities to all typas oil weapons and all 

regions and nations of the world, thur making it a universal procasr. In this 

way every country may aa8ume it8 share of responsibility in world affairs, and 

the United Nation8 can alert every country to its responsibility. ?or each 

nation of the world has a sacred duty to contribute to the strengthening of 

international security through disarmament, through strict adherence to the 

purposes and principles of the Charter and through faithful compliance with 

the relevant deciaiona of the General Aseembly and the Security Council. 

Ukraine for ita part would like to become directly involved in the 

disarmament negotiating process. I believe it ha8 a meaningful contribution 

to make to the aolution of these problems. 

The world community must not let the new opportunities presented today 

pass by. The non-proliferation of nuclear arms, other weapon8 of mass 

destruction and combat missiles and missile technology ha8 become particularly 

relevant. Ukraine welcomes the declaration8 by ?rance, China and South Africa 

of their decision to adhere to the nuclear non-proliferation Treaty. A 

situation is developing in u,lich any State’s intention not to adhere to the 

Treaty may be regarded as contrary to the common intereats of mankind. 

What is the policy of Ukraine in this respect? As the Assembly kQOW8, 

certain nuclear-weapon systems are at present deployed in Ukrainian 
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territory. Our policy im that thorn. aucloar weapons at@ only temporarily 

mtationod in Ukraiao. tliniaating thorn and the componentm of their deployment 

i8 jumt a matter of time. Lart year our Parliament solemnly proclaimed 

Ukraine’s latention not to participate in military bloc8 in the future and to 

comply with the three non-nuclear principles - that is, not to accept, produce 

or squire nuclear reapon8. The International Atomic kaergy Agency 

secretariat ham boon informed of our consent to place all nuclear facilities 

iu Ukrainian territory under the Agency’0 control. Ukraine doss not seek to 

pormsrr nuclear reaponr. It intends to become a party to the nuclear 

non-proliferation Treaty a6 a non-nuclear State. This intention is in line 

with international effort6 to reduce and destroy nuclear stockpiles throughout 

the world. By adopting thin stand, Ukraine wishes to promote disarmament and 

greater trust among nations. 

Let me also take thir opportunity to declare officially, in response to 

the General Aasembly’r appeal, that Ukraine does not produce chemical weapons, 

does not have them on its territory and will preserve its status of a 

chemical-weapons-free State. Ukraine welcomes the General Assembly’s call on 

States to become original parties to the future convention on this subject. 

On behalf cf Ukraine, whose people have suffered the disastrous effects 

qf the Chernobyl tragedy, as well as on my own behalf, I urge Governments, 

primarily those of the nuclear Powers, to display the political will at last 

to take inxnediate measurea 80 that nuclear testing can be stopped for ever. I 

am confident that by concerted action we will be able finally to bring peace 

to the weary entrails of the soil beneath the test sitea in Nevada, Mururoa 

and Novaya Zemlya, and all other places where nuclear explosions may still be 

rocking the Earth. It is time for us to complete the endeavour of ol!r emi.nent 

predecessors who outlawed nuclear testing in space, in the atmosphere and 
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under water way back iu 1963. We can and aunt do thir. Evmatr in the Gulf 

hnve shown that the peace-making and peace-rertoriag power of the United 

Nations can prevail over any aggressor, without the back-up of nuclear 

explosioas. 

Rather than continue dangerously to warte their re&ourr ?II vn terrifying 

arsenals of mass destruction weapons. the nations of the world must unite in 

order to settle exiatiag regional conflicts, which sometimer tand to be 

regarded an incurable chronic ills of the secoad half of the twentieth 

century. We welcome active United Nations involvement in seeking peaceful 

solutions in the Middle East and launching the process of a negotiated 

settlement in Cambodia and Cyprus. We hail United Nations efforts to find a 

peaceful solution in Western Sahara. Security Council resolution 713 (1991). 

unanimously adopted last week, has charted a peaceful course towards solving 

the problems that divide the peoples of Yugoslavia. 

The Organisation and its Secretary-General, Mr. Perex de Cuellar, have 

spared no effort to initiate a peaceful settlement in Afghanistan on the basis 

of an international consensus reflected in the relevant resolution of the 

forty-fifth session of the General Assembly. If  all thoas who can influence 

developments in that country were to give their earnest support to the 

peace-making efforts of the world comnunity, missiles would no longer be 

raining down on Afghan soil and civilians in that country would no longer be 

terrified by machine-gun fire. 

A historical parallel comes to mind as we speak of sufferings inflicted 

on civilian populations. Precisely half a century ago, on 30 September 1941, 

loudspeakers had been booming for 46 hours on and in the Ukrainian capital, 

blaring forth music in a cynical attempt to drown the sound of automatic fire 

as Nazi troops were wearily shooting the last of tho Jewish women, children 
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and old people in Kiev. They were the first to be buried in the mass graves 

of Babi Y<*r. Rearly 200,000 other Jews, Ukrainians, Russians and gypsies 

shared their lot under the occupation. Our compassionate memory owes a 

tribute to all these innocent victims, without distinction. Today we can no 

longer accept the ideological approaches of the former regime in our country, 

which often ended in neglect for individual rights and the rights of entire 

peoples. We can accept nothing lera than the entire truth about the Babi Yar 

tragedy, where Jews were the most frequent victims of mass executions. Ths 

international cosxnemoration of the victims of the tragedy in Babi Yar, held 

this week in the city of Kiev, serves as yet another reminder of our duty to 

make sure that genocide never happens again anywhere on Earth. 

I would like to stress that today Ukraine has changed more then ust the 

name of its country on its name plate in the Assembly Hall. It has mede 

fundamental adjustments in its attitude to the tragic pages of its history and 

in its approach to a number of world issues. Thus, for example, it would have 

been impossible for the independent Ukraine to support, let alone co-sponsor, 

the resolution equating Zionism with racism - a resolution born out of a 

bitter ideological confrontation between the nations of the world, It is time 

for the United Nations to shake off the burden of the past. 

Under the new circumstances top priority should be given to further 

consolidation and better use of the United Nations peace-making potential and 

to a comprehensive improvement of its organizational forms and functions. 
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At the name time, there i8 a growing need for preventive meamuree and 

international conflict-prevention mechaniomr. Thir would alro require some 

reliable United Nations system for quick and timely identification of 

potential sources of international tensIon. 

The world is changing. The United Nations is changing along with it, 

never losing track of historic developments. As the Organisation approaches 

its fiftieth anniversary, we would welcome efforts to adapt it to new 

international realities. For example, this could include setting up a council 

of environmental safety, possibly to replace some bodice that have had their 

day. It is high time also that such anachronisms as a reference to “enemy 

States” be deleted from the United Nations Charter. 

Experience suggests that timely action to adapt to new realities 

increases the effectiveness of an organisation. In our view the best way to 

increase United Nations efficiency is to make full use of the potential of the 

Charter for consolidating security and developing conprehensive international 

cooperation. 

We have no doubt that the nationwide referendum to be held on 1 December 

will endorae the parliamentary move proclaiming the independence of the State 

of Ukraine. Our people will do this because of their infinite desire to keep 

the sinister past from repeating itself, because they wish to become maaters 

of their own homeland and to ensure stability and peace in their society. 

Democratic Ukraine will do justice to the millions who fell victim to famine 

and terror under the Stalinist regime by ensuring that social and national 

oppression and the abuse of human dignity never recur. 

Independent Ukraine will cherish the memory of hundreds of thousands of 

its fellow citizens who were driven along an agonizing path out of the country 

on accusations of nationalism. Ne*Jer again will its citizens - Ukrainians, 
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Pueeiane, Jew, Tartara, Poles, Hungarian8 - have to live in feat of 

pereecution becauee of their natural love for their own culture, language or 

nation. 

Independent and democratic Ukraine call8 on all our compatriots in 

Ukraine and eleerhere to ret aride old fends and old bitterneseer, and, 

instead to work together for the noble cauee of reviving the language, culture 

and statehood of our people, to bring back the glorious wheat-graving and 

spiritually creative traditions of our past, for - as our writer Oles Honchar 

onto elated - it wa8 not by force of arms that Ukraine aeaerted itrelf in the 

community of European nations. 

Having announced our independence to the world cormunity, we wish to 

declare that Ukraine has no territorial claims ti& any of its neighbours 

and in turn it categorically rejects any attempt8 whatsoever to address it in 

a language of territorial claims. 

Ukraine reiterates its commitment to the principle8 of the Charter of the 

United Nations, the Helsinki Final Act and the Charter of Paris and confirms 

its intention to seek direct involvement in the Conference on Security and 

Co-operation in Europe (CSCE) process, and membership in the European bodies. 

The Ukrainian Parliament was expressing the will of the people when, as 

early ns last year, it declared that universal human values came before the 

!.nterests of any social claaa, and that well-established international legal 

standardr should have priority over domestic legislation. Our State will 

continue to give due protection to human rights on the basis of full respect 

for the individual and equal treatment of national minorities. 

The Ukrainian Constitution haa been amended and supplemented to provide a 

solid legal basis for political and economic pluralism - yet another 

manifestation of our serious intentions and our efforts to establish a truly 
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democratic society. The entire system of Ukrainian government is being 

overhauled to make it possible for damocracy and a market economy to prevail 

in Ukraine. 

Let me say frankly that this is not always a simple task. Mastering the 

science of democracy does not come easily. We seek to emulate the positive 

experience of other nations. Whenever Ukrainian representatives in committees 

of the Assembly or in the Commission on Human Rights sponsor draft resolutions 

or2 matters of social justice, the rights of minorities or the development of 

democratic institutions, they seak, first and foremost, to test their 

perceptions of social values against the universal human experience 

accumulated by the United Nations. 

Still more important than recognition of principles is the record of 

implementation of those principles. We are aware of that, and therefore, as 

long as religious freedom in Ukraine is still at times misused to incite 

disputes and conflicts among those of different faiths, as long as the right 

of crimean Tartars to live in dignity in the land of their ancestors cannot be 

fully exercised, as long as Jews in Ukraine are tempted to abandon the land of 

their forefathers and settle in Israel or elsewhere, as long as the Ukrainian 

language is not fully reinstated in its rights, as long as democratic laws and 

respect for the Constitution have not become standards of our thinking and 

practical action, we shall not hasten to tell the United Nations that our 

society has definitely done away with the errors and wrongdoings of the past. 

But we would like to take this opportunity to declare solemnly before the 

United Nations and the entire world that independent, united Ukraine has 

irreversibly set forth on the path towards the rule of law, based on the 

principles of democracy and self-government, with law and nothing but law as 

the predominant standard of behaviour. We shall be guided by the 
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high international standards in the field of human rights and fundamental 

freedoms. And we shall follow this road every step of the way. 

The newly independent Ukraine has begun to overhaul its entire economy, 

dismantling the comnand and administrative structures. Transformation of 

social and economic thinking, simed at reducing State controls and promoting 

privatisation and market relations, has been accomplished within a short 

period of time. 

The law concerning economic independence, the concept of transition to a 

market economy, and the laws on free enterprise, foreign economic activities, 

protection of foreign investment and other fundamental statutory acta have 

established a solid legal framework for a sweeping restructuring of the 

Ukrainian economy and its incorporation into the international division of 

labour. 

Our new legislation in Ukraine guarantee8 equal legal protection to all 

forms of ownership and provides for an independent economic policy. This will 

mean, in particular, that Ukraine will introduce its own currency, develop its 

own budget, tax and banking systems, set up a labour, investment and 

securities n, rket, put foreign economic relations and scientific and 

technological cooperation on a legal footing, and expand bilateral and 

multilateral ties. 

A radical reform in the Ukrainian economy does not call only for 

considerable domestic efforts: it also requires the promotion of foreign 

investment, increased cooperation and the use of the consultative assistance, 

know-how and experience that the international community has to offer. We 

welcome the attention paid by the United Nations to problems facing countries 

which, like Ukraine, are going through a period of transition. International 
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economic cooperation should be expanded to make full use of the potential 

created by the recent political tranafomnstions. 

A favourable international response would make it easier for the 

Ukrainian sconomy to overcome guicklp the difficulties of transition and 

integrate itself into the international trade system. That uould also be an 

eneouragemmt fcr oats pxuq democracy. 
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Until quite recently, Ukraine used to live isolated from the outside 

world, haunted by hostile spectre8 born out of our own ideological dogmar. 

Cold war cloud8 cast over our heads a grim shadow of CI global nuclear menace. 

It wa8 not until the world comnunity began to arrert univer8al valuas, 

dircarded adversary attitude8 and extended to ua a helping hand and heartfelt 

sympathy in the aftermath of the Chernobyl disaster, and until we proclaimed 

the independence of Ukraine, that we discovered a world of friends. The 

feeling is (10 exciting that I could not miss this opportunity of coming here 

today and paying respect to the United Nationa, bringing words of gratitude to 

the world conraunity on behalf of our free Ukraine. 

-mIDEm (interpretation from Arabic): On behalf of the 

General Assembly, I wish to thank the President of the Verkhovna Pada of 

Ukraine for the statement he has just made. 

Hr. Leonid Aravx&k. Pre6i$&.& of the Vermvna BnQp of UkrQine, wu 

mcorted from the Gengral Assembly Hall . 

AGENDA ITBM 9 (EoatiauaQ) 
GENERAL DEBATE 

DIRIA (United Republic of Tanzania): Let me first convey to 

you, Sir, my congratulations on your election to the presidency of the General 

Assembly at its forty-sixth session. I am confident that your wealth of 

experience, skill and conxnitment guarantee a successful session. Your 

election is also a fitting tribute to your great country, Saudi Arabia, with 

which Tanzania enjoys excellent relations. My delegation is therefore pleased 

to pledge its full support and cooperation. 

Your predecessor, Mr. Guido de Marco, presided over the deliberations of 

the forty-fifth session of the General Asoembly with exemplary skill and 

dedication. I would like to wish him all the best in his future undertakings. 
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I would alma like to take thir opportunity to congratulate the 

Iocrotary-Goner81 of tho United Iationm, Mr. Javier Pore8 do Cuellar, who has 

continued to l erva the Organisation with dedication and skill. tanaania 

ronerr itm l upport for the Secretary-General and the United Nation8 he IIO well 

l orvoa . 

I am delighted to join in the warm wlco~~ extended to the newest Uemberr 

of our Organiaationr the Democratic Psople’r Republic of Korea, tho Republic 

of Korea, the Republic of Ratonia, the Republic of Latvia, the Republic of 

Lithuania, the Uspublic of the Marshall Islands and the ?‘edsrated State8 of 

Microneria. AI, many speakers have observed, their memberrhip in the United 

Nations bring8 ever closer our cherished goal of universality. 

The last four years have witneasad major changes in the international 

system. The muper-Power8 have entered a new era of cooperationr and the cold 

war, which wa8 central to the bipolar division of the international system 

since the conclusion of the Second World War, is now waning. Within the 

United Nations there has been exceptional cooperation among members of the 

Security Council. This cooperation. aa aymbolized by joint efforta to resolve 

the most recent conflict in the Gulf, has rekindled the hope that the 

collective security system envisaged in the Charter, but rendered impotent by 

the cold war, could now be revived. 

The signing in December 1987 of the Treaty on the Elimination of 

Intermediate-Range and Shorter-Range Missiles, the cooperation of the 

euper-Powers in resolving regional conflicts, the reunification of Germany 

last year, the agreement on the reduction of long-range nuclear weapons and 

last week’s unilateral United States proposal to eliminate land- and sea-based 

tactical nuclear weapons have moved United States-So./iet relationships from 
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the cold war to the proment clinsto of mutual trust, coafidenco and 

cooparstion. 

In the past two years, significant changes have taken place in our part 

of the uorld, particularly in southern Africa. Followin the releaas of 

Mr. Mandela and other poltical prisoners, and the independence of Namibia in 

1990, the Afrtcan ?lational Congrers of South Africa and the apartheid regime 

have boon ongaging in “talks about talke” concerning the abolition of 

apartheid. The South African Government has moved to repeal the notorious 

pillar8 of apartheid, namely, the Group Areas Act, the Pcpulation Reyistration 

Act and the Land Acts. 

In short, global and regional developments in the last IOU,: years have 

produced salient features of historic significance to the st.ructure and 

texture of the international system. They provide the int.ernational system 

with a distinctive 4smerging order based on universal democratic values. 

My country has always stood for greater human freedom and development, as 

demonstrated by our opposition to colonialism, apartheid and all forms of 

racim, aa well aa our support for all efforts for development, disarmament 

and the protection and preservation of the environment. It is for these 

reasons that Tanzania values its membership in the United Nations, the 

Organisation of African Unity, the Non-Aligned Movement and the Group of Il. 
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The orirtiag cornplot international environmant sets the context within 

which my dolegation would like to reflect on the challer.ger to tho 

international co8ununity. 

Although the ending of ISart-Womt confrontation ham fo8termd greater 

cooporation in intorastional rolationa, it :~a8 not led to a quantum rrductjon 

of ouch major problema an the economic plight of the third world, the 

eradication of apartheid in South Africa, the attainment of national 

self-determinakion for the Palortiniana, the return of al? occupied Arab 

territorior and the dcmocratixation of the international aystnm. In short, 

the end of the cold war may have reduced thr threats to international peace 

and security, but it has not eradicated them. 

Until recently, there existed thrr:s major threats to international peace 

and security, namely, the Cast-West conflict, the North-South divide ard 

regional conflicts. Au : mentioned earlier, super-Power entente and the 

dramatic chsngos in Eastern Europe hive greatly reduced the possibility of 

Soviet-American military confrontation. To a lsrge extent the artificial 

division of Europe is coning to au end and, with it, we nee the emergence of 

new political priorities alid security structurea. There is also broad 

international ConseaauB on the necessity for cooperation to promote ecological 

security. 

Hcrever , while the end of the cold ubr ha9 removed the East-West axis nf 

global politics, it has uot brought about the t.ermination OC the North-South 

divida over development, trade and the management of the global economy. 

One of tha major challenges created by the conclusion of classical cold 

war is the continuing economic pJ.iqh t of the hfrican States, including 
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Taarania. As supor-Power entsnte and political r*volution in Central and 

Eastern lurope occupy centre atago in the agenda of the industrialised 

nationr, there is a danger that Africa’@ economic msrginaliration will 

accentuate. While the economic productivity and wealth of North America, 

ISurope and Japan continue to increase rapidly, the economies of African and 

other third world countrios in general are falling behind nt an alarming 

rate. In our incrssringly interdependent world ths unrestrained povsrty of 

the South is not only contradictory, but untenable. 

The declining terma of trade exacerbate the problems of the 

non-oil-producing developing nations to cop0 with riaea in energy prices and 

interest xatss on their debts. Por Cnstance, on the average real interest. 

rates were sJx times higher in the 1980s than in the 19708, when most African 

States contracted a large share of their debts. Betweon 1986 and 1988 alone, 

the fall of commodity prices an& the dramatic deterioration of the terms of 

trade cost Africa $50 billion. 

In a aeven-year period of the last decade, namely, between 1980 and 1987, 

the share of the developing countries in the global gross national product 

fsl?. to 16.8 per cent; yet the third world is the home of two thirds of the 

world’s population. The July 1990 report of the World Bank, entitled, 

“Poverty”, contends that about 1. billion people in the third world are 

condemned to iive on annual income of less than $370. 

The last three decades have also witnessed the acceleration of 

disinvestment in Africa. The continent’s share of global foreign investment 

fell from 5.5 per cent in 1960 to less than 2 per cent by 1990. 
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The debt burden 1s also heavy on the African continent. Whereas In 1966 

the continent had a total debt of $203.7 billion, four years later, in 1990. 

this hrrd risen to $271.9 billion. Hand in hand with the increase in the 

volume of debt has been tho debt-aerviclng quagmire, which haa riRsn from 

2R.6 per cent of the total annual foreign-exchange earnings of the African 

continent to 10 per cent between 1966 and 19A8. 

It is indeed unacceptable that thera continuea to be a net capital flow 

from the developing countries to the industrialized nations. According to a 

1990 World Bank report, developing countries paid $27.5 billion more than they 

received in new credits and grants. Sub-Saharnn Africa alone transferred 

$500 million more than it received. 

Compare this with the total net resource flows to Africa from the 

countries members of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 

Development (OECD) in the period 1986 to 1990 - the period of the United 

Nations Progranxne of Action for African Economic Recovery and Development. 

Net resource flows declined from $25.9 billion in 1966 to $22.6 billion in 

1989. In short, the crushing debt burden and the declining foreign-resource 

flows have contributed to the economic stagnation and decline of the African 

continent. 

Tanzania applauds the decision of those countries that have cancelled 

debts owed to them. We hope that trend will continue. 

Aid conditionalities have been a source of controversy between the donor 

community and recipient countries. The new conditionality linking aid to 

political reform exacerbates the controversy. For instance, on 15 April 1991 

the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development was established with thn 
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prtwiro that the acceptance of multiparty democracy and a free market would be 

a &in@aw.nap for getting aid from the Bank. Tanrania ha8 alraye supported 

humanity'8 quest for freedom. human rights and democracy. However, the 

linkaga between the proviaion of foreign aid and the implementation of 

political reformn la undesirable. 

Structural international inequalities are the primary sources of 

continued third-world poverty. In short, the new conditionality of 

development aid is unrealistic. It is unrealistic in the sense that the 

problem of democracy in Africa is much more ComplexJ it is a problem in whjch 

the issue of political pluralism is merely one aspect of the much wider 

question of the transformation of the State and civil society in the African 

countries. Genuine and stable democracy must be indigenous, and it cannot be 

impoaed from outside. 
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I etatsd in my ppenlag rmmarkm that won without the benefit of 

historical hindsight, the period mince 1968 will be regarded by future 

hlrtorlans of diplomacy ~IJ a raterrhed In the hlrtory of southern Africa and 

of South Africa in particular. Nowovo r , the prompactm for a fro0 non-racial 

and democratic South Africa murt not be taken for granted. Despite the repeal 

of the Group Areas Act, the Population Registration Act and the Land acts, the 

system of apartheid remains intact and in place. 

It will be recalled that on 14 December 1989 the United Nations issued a 

Declaration on Apartheid and its Destructive Consequences in southern Africa. 

The Declaration lays down 10 fundamental principles which should form the 

basis of an internationally acceptable solution to the problem of apartheid. 

It lays down the conditions which the regime nuat satisfy in order to create 

the necessary atmosphere for genuine negotiations. It also establishes 

guidelines for negotiations. And, finally, it draws up a programme of action 

by the international community. 

While a number of preconditions laid down in the Declaration have been 

satisfied, the regime has still to implement some important conditiona. For 

example, between 30,000 and 40,000 South African exiles remain outside South 

Africa despite the recent agreement between the regime and the United Nations 

Office of the High Conmissioner for Refugees. Similarly, not all political 

prisoner8 have been released despite continuing dialogue between the regime 

and the anti-apartheid forces. Additionally, au long as the present wave of 

violence Continues to SWQQP the black townships, serious negotiations cannot 

commence. The regime has an inescapable responsibility to put an end to this 

carnage. We hope that the peace accord intended to put an end to the violence 

will hold. 
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??m reqima pursuon a noqotiatinq rtrataqy for the achievement of 

constitutional dirpmnsation which wuld rmmova internal and international 

presrure against. white minority rule while practically leaviaq apartheid 

iDtl¶Ct. Thi8 8trateqy dater back to the 1970s and culminated with the 1983 

Conmtitution that 8et up the tricameral parliament and the 1988 Promotion of 

Constitutional Developmeot Act to ortabli8h a 8pOCial neqotistion forum with 

African participation. And when this friled to attract black African support, 

there corn the rive Year Plan of Action at the National Party Federal Congress 

in June 1989 - a 8trateq-y 8kilfUlly publicired a8 heralding a new departure in 

Government policy. This plan forms the official foundation of the apartheid 

regime’s present talks about talks. 

All along, South Africa’s strategy ha8 been to seek a negotiated 

settlement; to seek power sharing without lo8inq it; to entrench the group 

approach and racist policy CharaCteri8tiC of all preViOus proposals on 

coostitutional dispensation; to have each group acquire self-determination 

regarding it8 oyll affairs, with joint decision-making on general matters; to 

have equal formal right8 for each group but without the power to dominate or 

outvote the other qroupst to have each group legally protected and retain the 

power to veto changes sought by other groups: and, lastly, to have a tallback 

position of being ready to discard almost all forms of traditional policies as 

long aa the whites can still protect their social and economic privileges and 

prevent the majority from imposing major changes aqainst their will. 

Thus, the situation iu South Africa is such that while the national 

liberation movement and other anti-apartheid forces want the power to achieve 

thr complete eradication of apartheid, thr. Pretoria regime seeks, through a 

variety of domesic and international measures, to retain power. This partly 
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l xplaina the Pretoria regime’8 l trate9y of divide and rule, of fighting the 

national liberation movement, the African lstional Cobgror8 (MC), through 

Inkatha, while talking to it and mettiag up the mo-called black-on-black 

violoncs in 9eneral. 

To rosliae the objectivem of the United lationm Declaration mentioned 

earlier, Tsnaania l upport8 the call for the emtablfmbment of a tranmitionsl 

government in South Africa that would overmee the election of a coamtituent 

ssmerably to formulate a democratic conmtitution under which a new South Africa 

would emerge on the bamim of one-man, one-vote. Until thim objective ham been 

realired, erimting sanctions must be maintained. The conuenaum United Nations 

Declaration enjoiar Member State8 

“To ensure that the international comuaity doe8 not relax existing 

mea8ure8 aimed at encouraging the South African regime to eradicate 

apartheid until there is clear evidence of profound and irreverrible 

changes, bearing in mind the objep1 ‘~(3s of thia Declaration”. 

(N S-16/1, Dara. 9 (d) 

In the face of the regime’8 manoeuvres to thwart implementation of the 

Declaration, the need for unity on the part of all the anti-apartheid force8 

is absolutely essential. We therefore welcome the decision of the UC, the 

Pan Africanist Congress (PAC) and other democratic force8 in South Africa to 

form a patriotic front, and wish them every 8ucce88 at their meeting next 

month. 

The conflict in the Gulf, following the Iraqi invasion f>,f Kuwait, put to 

rest any delusion8 that the end of the cold war necessarily foatered 

international peace and 8eCurity. The conflict also dcmon8trated that 
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effective maintenance of international peace and security requires collective 

action rather than unilateral action. 

As a mequel to the invasion, the Palestinian question, which is the 

primary source of conflict and instability in the region, was relegated to the 

background. Hone the lean, if the faith, trust and confidence of the 

Palestinian people in the United Nations is to be retained, the same apeed and 

dedication with which the Security Council acted over the Gulf crisis should 

now be shown in efforts to resolve the Palestinian question, which remains an 

indictment of the United Nations. 

The convening of an international conference on peace in the Middle East 

must be the utmost priority of the United Nations. Although the present 

United States initiative to bring the parties to negotiations is welcome, 

Tanaaaia notes with regret that the proposed conference will not fully involve 

the United Nations. 

There can be no genuine settlement of the Palestinian question if the 

Palestinians are denied their legitimate right to choose their own 

representatives and to participate in the negotiations leading to an 

agreement. Tanzania therefore believes that there can be no durable peace in 

the Middle Past without an agreement on the Palestinian question and the 

return of all occupied Arab territories. Any proposed talks and any 

settlement must be based on the inalienable right of the Palestinians to 

self-determination and must resolve the territorial questions, including those 

of the Syrian Golan Heights and the stat!.s of East Jerusalem, as provided in 

Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973). It is only in this 

context thst the wider interests of the international community for peace and 

security in the region will be achieved. 
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The conflicts in the Born of Africa have brought untold rufforiag and 

hardship to the people in that part of the world. In thir connection, the 

Government of Ianxania welcomes the new proviaionsl Government of Ethiopia. 

With respect tq Somalia, it im encouraging to 10~ that the Coverount of 

Djibouti WN ablQ t0 CODVQI1Q (L rQCOnCiliatiOn wQti#XJ. Tansania wirher to 

conrnend the Governanent of Djibouti for convening the meeting and hoper that 

ths spirit of reconciliation will continue 80 that the Somali paopl~ can 

concentrate on the reconstruction of their society. 

in Liberia, too, WQ have aeon Continued ronflict. Thoueandr of people 

havse lost thQir lives. The Organiration of African Unity (OAU) did all it 

could in search of a peaceful solution. BvQatually, thQ Economic Colrmlunity of 

West African Stateq(ECOWAS) decided to send a peace-keeping form, the 

Econoaic Co-unity of West African States Monitoring Group (ECGMOG), to 

Liberia to stop the killings. 

Tanzania would like to take this opportunity to commend ECOUU for the 

courageous dQCiSiOn taksn to send a peace-keeping force to Liberia. 

Tanzania haa always supported the OAU's efforts to resolve intra-African 

conflicts by peaceful means. Zt is the hope of my Government, therefore, that 

in settling their internal conflicts, both Ethiopia and Somalis will do so 

peacefully and will decide the future of their countries in a manner 

compatible with the aspirations of their peoples and those of the African 

continent as a whole. 

Tanzania supports the advancement of genuine democratic reforms, for 

history has demonstrated that citizen participation in the national 1ifQ is a 

precondition for human develoyntent. However , to be meaningful, measures for 

enhancing national democracy must be both indigenous and, at the sa.me time, 
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global. Ptiformr murt be indigenour becaurm only in this way can democratic 

valuer be rurtained. The procesr of reatructurinq murt he global in the sense 

that them must also be democrstisation of international relations, eepec!ally 

interactionr within' the United Hatione syetom which am evidently the fulcrum 

of world politica. 

Although super-power convergence im a welcome dovelomnt, and in a sense 

a prerequisite for the eucceaa of the United Nation6 in its present form, this 

entonte equally poses new challenges for the international conwnunity. Because 

of their global and geopolitical intereste, the super-Powers, locked into 

confrontation at times, played an obstructionist role in the United Nations, 

Yet, the newly found cooperation also poees the epectre of unipolarity which 

could, in turn, endanger the democratiration of international relations. 

If democracy in good at the national level, it must be good at the 

international level. There must, therefore, be the democratisation of 

international politics by reforming the United Nations system, including the 

financial institutions such a8 the Internacicnal Monetary Fund (IMP) and the 

World Bank. The promotion of a new international economic order is a 

prerequisite for genuine democracy. 

In this process of the democratization of international relations, 

regional organisations and movements have a special role. This underscores 

the special importance of the Non-Aligned Movement. 

The Non-Aligned Movement was born at the height of the -m’!d war. This 

Movement has helped to de-Europeanize international relations: transcend the 

bloc mentality, enabling the non-aligned nations to develop their role as full 

participants and as mediatars in a world normally presented as East or West; 
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transform the intsrnstional diplomatic sgonds from military and l ocurity 

issues nlone to wider questions of intornationsl economic ordor, including 

ecologicsl and humanitarian issuesr and de-emphariro the last-Uest conflict 

and confine the main theatre of the cold uar to Central Europe. 

The Non-Align&d Uovsnmnt aurt, therefore, be credited for openlag the uay 

to comunicatfon and cooperation among nations meparated by a profound 

ideological divide, and for demonstrating that multilateral diplomacy is, 

indeed, the singular art of producing conplex answer8 to questions arising 

from humanity’s quest for freedom, security, J ndependence and economic 

development. 

The Non-Aligned Movement continues to be relevant to us in tho 

post-cold-war international system: in the first place, to enhance 

South-South political and economic cooperation; secondly, to represent 

third-world aapirstiona in world bodies, especially at the United Nations; 

thirdly, to fend off undue external interference in the internal affair8 of 

third-world nations in a unipolar world: fourthly, to promote collective 

self-reliance as a basis for international cooperation: and, lastly, to 

promote South-South solidarity and coordination in all international 

negotiations. 

After examining the state of international relations in the past few 

years as a result of the thaw in East-West relations and other developments, I 

can fairly conclude that the international system is in a state of transition 

to a new system for which the world community had better be prepared. That a 

new world order must emerge is undoubtful. But it is obvious that this new 

world order must be built on the principles of justice and equity, on the 

right of peoples to self-determination. on the sovereign equality of States, 
. 
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on respect for the territorial integrity of nation@, big and mall, on 

non-interference in th o internal affaira of Stator, on freedom of choice and 

freedom from want in the procerr of political, social and economic dovslopment 

aud on respect for international law. 

Tanrania is quite encouraged by the improved international political 

climate, and history has demonatratsd that nothing i8 unsurmountable when 

there ir political will. 

Hr. MOyssb (Egypt) (interpretation from Arabic): Allow me at the 

outset, sir, t.0 convey to you, on behalf of the delegation of Egypt and on my 

own behalf, our sincere congratulations upon your assumption of the presidency 

of the General Assembly at the current session. Through you, I alro 

congratulate your *isterly country, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, with which 

Egypt has strong ties and firm bvnds. 
, 
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I have full confidence that with your renowned ability and experience you will 

guide the deliberations of this session in a manner that will allow it to 

address the problems of the world in harmony with the prevailing new spirit 

and in a manner conducive to serious dialogue and the achirvemant of the 

desired consensus towards laying the foundations of a new world. 

I avail myself of this opportunity also to pay tribute to your 

predecessor, Mr. Guido de Marco, Foreign Minister of Malta, President of the 

forty-fifth session of the General Assembly, for his excellent conduct of that 

session’s business. During thst session, the United Nationa witnessed one of 

the most productive periods in its work in terma both of performance and 

achievement. 

With the accession of new Members to the membership of the United 

Nations, our Organization has taken another important step on the road to 

universality, a goal we have all striven for since the C'rganiaation's 

establishment. It is with hope and optimism that we look forward to the 

contributions and positive participation of the new Members, which will 

undoubtedly enrich our collective work. From this rostrum, the delegation of 

Egypt would like to express its warmest congratulations to all these Statea. 

This year'a session is being held at a time when the international 

Organization has reached the middle of its fifth decade. During that time, it 

has witnessed moments of victory and moments Jf defeat. It has seen moments 

when the great hopes of the vision of a new Secure world have been realized. 

It has also lived thrc:lrJh moments of frustration and repeated failure to 

attain the noble objectives of the United Nations Charter, which were 

consecrated as a basis for a new life for peoples and nations. 
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In the livee of peoples and nations there are momenta and event8 which 

constitute decisive turning-pointn. We may fall to grbsp the essence of such 

events because of their overwhelmlng magnitude. What has happened, and 

continue8 to happen, in our international life from not long ago untfL now 

represents, by any objective criterion, the emergence of a new pattern of 

relations which will undoubtedly reflect upon the work, structure and 

performance of the Unlted Nations. 

The world we see today fs moving closer to that great vision of the 

foundinrl Members, to that vision of the peoples of the United Nations when 

they declared their determination to save succeeding generations from the 

scourge of war and to reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights, in the 

dignity and worth of the human person, and in the equal rights of men and 

women and of nationa large and small. 

The report the Secretary-General presented Iu thin aesaion reinforces our 

faith in the potential and ability of the United Nations system to move the 

wor1.d to new levels of peace, stability and security for all, to take the 

world to a stage where it would reaffirm, throcgh the United Nations, the 

provisions of the Charter - probably for the first time in its history - by 

using the machinery of collective security to deter aggression and to restore 

international peace and security, thus allowing the United Nations to be a 

model and provide terms of reference for us all in our adherence to 

international legitimacy in all situations and in all conflicts, whatever 

their locations and their backgrounds may be. 

The peoples and nations have paid a heavy price over 50 years of trial 

and effort to ensure that the vision expressed by the founding Members in 

San Francisco was not an unrealistic dream but rather an achievable, 

legitimate human wish. The only things that prevented that vision from coming 
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into being wQrQ the chains rind shackles which reined in the freedoms of the 

individual and the psoples. Those bondn chained human creativs ahiliticas. I n 

a few months, thQ thought, the practice and ths VQry systems of 

totalitarianism collapsed. The raves of intOllectUa1, political and Qconomic 

freedom are on thb riU0, and racist regjmes and discriminatory practicss shall 

retreat so that development may prevail among pQOplQs in Qvsry COrnOr Of our 

planet. 

Egypt s that ancient country as old as history itself, which saw the dawn 

of human civilisation and on whose land the creative energy of mankind was 

first released, early sensed the winds of change. It w8s aIrtong the first 

States to forsses the nQw changes and, in fact, to predict and contribute to 

them. As a founding membbr of the world order in which WQ live today, Egypt 

will contribute, with an open mind and an enlightened sQnsQ of history, to the 

establishment of the new world. Egypt will do so just aa it contributed, 

during the decades of its leading role :n the Non-Aligned Movement, to the 

search for a world free of the cold wa- and of polarization and division. a 

world in which the freedoms of individuals and peoples would reign supreme. 

The world we envisage through the eyes of our age-old civilization and 

our modern-day hopes is a world in which democracy and human rights would 

prevail, a world based on the equality of rights and responsibilities and on 

equal participation in decision-making, The new order for which we are 

working is not the sole responsibility of any one State or group of States. 

Rather, it is the responsibility of one and all, North and South, East and 

West, and must be to the benefit of all and protect the rights of all. 

This, in our opinion, necessitates that the peoples and the States of the 

world take their stand on the right side of history: a stand on the side of 

justice, legitimacy and the rule of law, which are indispensable for layiny 
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th5 foundations of peace, secuxity and stability. The reawakening which we 

are witnessing in the world around us strongly expresses the aspirations of 

peoples to assert their identities and to exercise their national rights, and 

the search for new standards in political life t.b& would achieve what is 

right and just for all peoples without distinction or discrimination. Human 

rights and the rights of peoples transcend colour, race, and religious 

belief. They are not the monopoly of a certain nation nor are they the 

exclusive property of any one people. This is precisely what should be the 

meaning of the new world order whose features are evolving. 

The practical expression of this reawakening lies in a concerted 

international effort to lay the foundations of peace in places where it has 

not yet been achieved: in the Middle Bast, South Africa, Afghanistan, Cyprus, 

Western Sahara, Cambodia and other areas of tension. Fortunately, persistent 

efforts are being exerted towsrds achieving settlements. 

The Middle East has witnessed during the last few months and continues to 

witness persistent and serious efforts to advance the peace process from the 

stage of consultation to that of negotiation. There is no doubt that this is 

a sensitive stage: it needs patience, vision, ana the ability to overcome 

obstacles, eliminate hurdles and dispel doubts. Moreover, it requires that 

all demonstrate sincere political will and good faith, which will chart a 

course and allow freedom of action. It is important to me, in this regard, to 

commend the initiative of the United States, launched by President Bush, to 

convene a Middle East peace conference, in the framework of which direct 

negotiations would be held on the basis of Security Council resolutions 

242 (1967) and 338 (1973), and the principle of land for peace. 



With thr rocoot major international dovolopmentr, the Arab-Israeli 

conflict, with the Palemtinian quertion at itr core, ham ontorod a new phase. 

The world ie movinq toward8 the rettlament of disputer through dialogue and 

negotiation based on respect for internstional legitimacy, the principle8 of 

international law and the provimionm of the Cbnrter. The world 10 also 

rhowing groator reapoct for the will of people8 which yearn for freedom, 

independence. 

In thir regard, Egypt considers the recent deciaionr of the Paleetiaian 

National Council an important atop on the road to paace. They conrtitute a 

positive contribution by the representative of the Palestinian people to the 

current peace procemr. The importance of ruch a contribution ia very clear in 

view of the Palestinianr' being a principal party in that process. 

We aspire to create a favourable climate free from threats to the future 

of the settlement OF the conflict. In all honesty and with a nenee of 

responsibility, we affirm that the continuation of or the persistence in 

undertaking measures that destroy confidence and IOW despair will only lead to 

a continuation of the vicious circle for years to come, hence exacerbating the 

cau808 of instability. During such a period the cause6 of instability will be 

further exacerbated. The whole Middle East will thus continue to be a hotbed 

of perpetual tension and confrontation. 

Hence, persistence in the policy and practice of the constructing 

settlements in the occupirbd Arab and Palestinian territories, including 

Al-Quds and the Golan Heights, has a negative effect on the prospects for 

peace, as it attempts to entrench an illegal bft accom& that constitutes a 

violation of law and legitimacy. 
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Israel's persistence in putsuing its settlement policies will result in a 

shattering of the principle of "land for peace". as well as violating the 

letter and spirit of Security Council resolution 242 (1967). thus undermining 

international legitimacy. President Hosni Mubarak’s initiative called for a 

halt in the building of settlements in exchange for a halt of the Arab 

economic boycott measures. This initiative still stands, and today I reaffirm 

it. 

Sincere progress towards peace would necessitate, first and foremost, the 

irmnediate cessation of these policies and practices and the undertaking of 

measures that would restore the shaken confidence of all parties, so that the 

peace process can start in a favourable atmosphere. We have reached a 

decisive moment that now requires firm political will and courage. We call 

upon all to back the convening of the peace conference and the negotiations 

that will take place in its framework. We urge all to support the principle 

of "land for peace", and the right to self-determination of the Palestinian 

people and the security of all parties. 

The will of the world. which backed, defended and imposed international 

legitimacy during the Gulf crisis, is called upon to fully understand all the 

dimensions of the situation in the Middle East in order to place it in its 

proper perspective within the context of the movement of today's world towards 

justice and legitimacy. 

We have drawn many lessons from the Gulf crisis , not the least of which 

is that economic interdependence is closely linked to security interdependence 

and that security should be taken seriously in the context of global and 

regional legitimacy. On this premise, eight Arab countries have agreed, in 

the framework of the Damascus Declaration, on a specific mutual-security 
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arrangement among the Gulf States, Bgypt and Syria. This arrangement is based 

on the instruments of joint Arab action and aims to lay the foundations of 

security on a cherished part of Arab lend, on new bases of consensus and 

understanding, and on the firm determination to prevent the recurrence of what 

happened when Iraq invaded Kuwait. This grave error, which was a blow to the 

Arab system, also had serious repercussions on the international system. In 

this context, we reaffirm that the security of the Gulf region is part of Arab 

security, and that Arab security is part of international security. 

It is imperative to affirm and uphold the integration and interdependence 

of regional and international legitimacies. Today's world is different from 

that of yesterday. It is actively on the march towards new wider and 

developing horirons. It is impossible, while this is the case, for a 

particular region to remain cocooned and to continue marching at a different 

pace, or to be isolated from world reality, burying its head in the sand, 

believing that it can remain secure from accountability and questioning. 

On the other hand, the issue of security is closely linked with that of 

arms control and disarmament. This is a global endeavour with regional 

dimensions. As to the Middle East, the elimination of weapons of mass 

destruction is of prime importance. In this context, I reaffirm Egypt’s 

initiative, declared by President Hosni Nubarak, for the elimination of 

weapons of mass destruction, and especially nuclear weapons, from the region. 

The elimination of weapons of mass destruction, the ideal formula for the 

security of the whole region, cannot be achieved but through an integrated, 

comprehensive framework applicable to all without exception or distinction. 

Such a framework must correct imbalances and eliminate quantitative and 

qualitative differences. 
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we are aware that historic BUCCOBI)OI in the field of dlnarmrunent were not 

achieved until the political ewironment ra8 changed. Coafrontation has been 

turned into dislogue. conflict into cooperation and suspicion into trust. Our 

region has its rpecific characteristics and its own political reality, which 

we cannot overlook but ought to change with responsible action by 011 parties 

without exception. The first much responsible action, which will constitute a 

sound step towards confidence-building, is the accession by Israel to the 

Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, and the full placing of all her nuclear 

installations under a safeguard regime. 

The historic step, declared by President Bush a few days ago, of the 

United States’ decision to relinquish her short-range nuclear weapons deserves 

our appreciation and uelcome, both for its significance and for its 

far-reaching effects on efforts for arms control and disarmament, as well as 

for the strong impetus it gives to the new world order. Egypt feels satisfied 

that this initiative is receiving positive responses on the international 

level, and hope8 that it may generate positive reaction on the regional level 

a8 well, with respect to non-proliferation of nuclear weapons, especially in 

such areas of conflict as the Middle East. 

The success and effectiveness of our Organization in laying the 

foundations of political settlements in Africa, Asia, Central America and even 

Europe were based on historic reconciliations between the parties, founded 

upon respect for the principles of international law, human rights, democracy, 

dialogue, negotiation, accommodation, and the utilization of the means of 

peaceful settlement of disputes. We cannot overlook the fact that the 

settlement of these disputes evolved, in no small measure, from the emergence 

of healthy democratic practices and the elimination of the odious difference2 
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rerultlap from rwial dircrimin8tion. In this rmpoct, w  call upon South 

Africa to abolimh, totally and umquivocally, apertbmid and all its plllarr, 

10 that hocrlthy and propor rolationr ma, b l rtablirhed with South Africa and 

the international combunity may conaider lifting the raoctionm irnpored upon 

the country. 
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If we truly wish to lay eguitable foundations for tomorrow's world. the 

international community is called upon today to carry out a comprehensive 

review - conducted in a spirit of realism, dialogue, and shared responsibility 

- of international economic conditions. There is a need for a coordinated 

collective effort to arrive at a general framework for macroeconomic policies 

to restore balanced growth to the world economy and to revitalise development 

ia the developing countries. The aim must be to enriure the full and active 

participation of the third world as a full partner, with equal rights and 

responsibilities, in the establishment of the new world order. 

In order to achieve this, we must not lose sight of certain fundamental 

considerations. First, Africa, which constitutes a quarter of the world's 

land mass and whose population will represent one fifth of the world 

population by the end of this century, is facing an extremely serious 

situation, the consequences of which will go beyond the continent itself. 

History will not absolve us if we enter the twenty-first century with a 

continent of such great potential as Africa continuing to languish under the 

burdens of backwardness and poverty, with millions of its children dying of 

hunger and malnutrition. However prosperous some parts of our world may be, 

it will remain a poor world as long as Africa and other parts remain poor. 

It is our hope that a full sense of this responsibility will be reflected 

in our review and appraisal of the United Nations Programme of Action for 

African Economic Recovery and Development during this session. The 

Secretary-General's report provides a good basis for action in this regard. 

With the help of the data, information aa suggestions it contains, we hope it 

will be possible to arrive at viable solutions that will enable Africa to 

embark on the road leading out of the abyss of underdsvelopment and poverty. 
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Secondly, the international economic system is going to witnesn major 

changee emerging from the formation of large economic groupings in the North 

and the modest attempts at building regional economic groupings in the South, 

in addition to the dramatic changes taking place in Eastern Europe and the 

Soviet Union. At the same time, the largest part of the third world 

languishes under the burden of debt. It lacks technical and financial 

res0urce.s. It euffera from the imbalance of economic structures and from 

social disturbances. the deterioration of the ratea of development, and the 

unjust terms of international trade. All this makes the world market a8 a 

whole more fragile. A biased view of the world economy threatens the onset of 

imbalances, the dangerous potential consequences of which make it incumbent 

upon the international cormnunity as a whole to show political will and adopt 

responsible economic policies to cure its ailing sections and nave the healthy 

parts from infection. 

Thirdly, human rights have become a basic issue on the international 

agenda. There is no disagreement today between developing and developed 

countries on the need for respect for human rights both domestically and 

internationally or on the obligation of States to ensure the basic freedoms of 

the individual, regardless of country of origin, race, religious faith or 

political affiliation. Yet human rights cannot be addressed in isolation from 

people’s daily living conditions. This brings to the fore the direct link 

between hurr.;n righ s and socio-economic development. A balance must be struck 

between these two sides of the equation in a context encompassing 

international relations as a whole. 

Fourthly , the problems of the environment, which are of global 

dimensions, should be solved through international cooperation within a 
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balanced framework that takes iato account the requirements of development in 

the developing countries and ensures that any meaaurea to protect the global 

environment support the socio-economic development process of the developing 

countr ien. We hope that the United Nations Conference on tnvironment and 

Development, to be held in Brazil in 1992, will mark the beginning of a 

comprehensive international effort and a joint prograsmne of action for the 

protection of the environment and the achievement of development. 

The achievement of development in all its dimensions would be incomplete 

without adequate attention to human development, primarily in the field of 

child care and the implementation of the Universal Declaration of the World 

Sumit for Children. 

If  the ntiw world order is to achieve political and economic stability, it 

must be founded upon close interaction between the developing world on the one 

hand, vith its capabilities, potentials, resources, and rich historical 

heritage, and the developed world on the other, with all its achievements, 

contributions, erperieoce and major scientific endeavours. Tbia interaction 

must be a balanced and equal process in which the development of both sides 

goes hand in hand, their steps are harmonized, and their interests equally 

guaranteed. 

Prnm this perspective, based on the interdependence and integration of 

international relations, Egypt submits its approach towards a framework 

relating to the developed and developing world in terms of their objectives, 

issues and interests. Pirst, Egypt calls for the establishment of a common 

forum that would group under its aegis the Non-Aligned Novement and aI!1 the 

developing countries, known as the Group of 77, for their commonality of 

interest and the closeness of their objectives and priorities. This forum 
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would represent a new unified movement for all the nationr of the tk d world 

in the emerging order of this last decade of the twentieth Century. 

Secondly, Egypt calls for genuine concrete support for the United Ratlone 

in the new international relations through the enhancement of It.8 operatjonal 

effectiveness and the development of ifs mechanisms as inrtruments for the 

maintenance of international peace and security, and for the implementation of 

its resolutiona. which all represent international legitimacy. 

Thirdly, Egypt reaffirms the close interlinkage and interdependence of 

regional and global security in all cases of stability or tension. Geography 

is no longer a principal factor of security. It no longer distances regions 

or ensures the inviolability of States. Sheer power in the hands of a few 

does not guarantee peace for all. 

The new order dawning upon our modern era will not be one whose parts are 

estranged or alienated, but rather a world whose regions - be they large or 

small, developed or developing - will come closer together in a framework of 

deeper rolations, integrated security systems, comprehensive peace, equal 

justice, balanced and sustained development. If our determination is strong 

and sincere, the new world order will mark the beginning of a new history for 

mankind. And a nev beginning it must be. 

?!xL..KANJU (Pakistan)! Mr. President, it is with great pleasure that 

I extend to you, my dear brother, the sincere felicitations of the Pakistan 

delegation on your well-deserved election to the presidency of the General 

Assembly at its forty-sixth session. Your election to this high office is a 

befitting tribute to the outstanding role played on the world stage by your 

great country, from where the light of Islam spreads to the entire globe. It 

is also a recognition of your diplomatic skills and qualities of statesmanship 
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t havg Won adairation~in ma& parta of tha world, and, ia particular in tha 

caIlacila of the mited nations. We in. Pakic4ta.u racall with great foadnsss the 

tima when wb had tha privilege of &aviag you as tacr Afabasuador of the KingW 

of Saudi APabia.* 

* Mr. Xyakyi (United Rspublic of Tanzania), Vice-Presfdeat, took ths 
chair. 
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Pakistan ia b0m.d to Saudi Arabia in close brotherlp ties wbicb %~nCompass 

common faith. shared values and common history. We are confident tbat, with 

your vast experieme and consummate skills , you will successfully guide the 

deliberations of this important session of the General Assembly. 

I should also like to convey our deep appreciation and esteem to your 

predecessor, Hr. Guido de Marco, Poreiga Minister of Malta, who conducted the 

proceedings of the forty-fifth session of the General Assembly with great 

distinction and success. 

I take this opportunity to pay a special tribute to the Secretary-General 

of the United Nations, Mr. Perez de Cuellar. for his unceasing efforts to 

promote international peace and harmony and uphold the principles and purposes 

of the United Nations Charter. He has addressed world problems with a deep 

sense of purpose. The world community owes him a profound debt of gratitude 

for his untiring endeaQOUrS in strengthening the foundations of peace and 

security around the world. 

It is a matter of particular happiness for my delegation to welcome seven 

States as new Members of the United Nations. The presence of the Democratic 

People's Republic of Korea, the Republic of Korea, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, 

the Federated States of Micronesia and the Republic of Marshall Islands in our 

midst is indeed a historic occasion. This is a testimony to the universality 

and the growing strength of our Organisation. On behalf of the Governmeat and 

people of Pakistan, I would extend our warm congratulations to the delegations 

of those countries as they assume their membership of the world body. 

The historic transformation sweeping the globe has generated a blend of 

sanguine expectations and serious concerns. While the world has witnessed the 

end of the ideological confrontation between the two super-Powers, heralding 
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an ora of mutual collaboration and acconncdation, it hnm also experienced a 

devastating military conflict in the Persian Gulf. The Securfty of small 

States continues to be threatened and armed conflicts continue to footer in 

various regions of the world. There is no justification, therefore, for 

complacency. 

Real peace and progress can be ensured only if States, big and small, 

abide by the principles of the United llations Charter, settle their disputes 

peacefully and advance international cooperation to accelerate the economic 

progress of the developing countries. The major Powers have a special 

responsibility to respect and promote the principle of sovereign equality. It 

would indeed be tragic if the end of the cold war witnessed the birth of 

another era of international tensions on account of the hegemonic ambitions of 

major regional Powers. We should work for a new world order baaed on equity, 

justice and progress reflecting the collective aspirations of mankind. 

The United Nations haa a central role to play in such a world order by 

ensuring respect for the principles and purposes of its Charter and the 

faithful implementation of its resolutions. We espouse a faith which stands 

for peace and forbids wars of aggression. The Holy Koran says: 

“Fight in the way of Allah those who fight you: but do not begin the 

hostilities; for Allah does not approve of aggression”. (WY Kg-, 

U: 19Q) 

Pakistan will continue to make its contribution to the promotion of peace and 

the strengthening of the United Nations in the realisation of its objectives. 

Pakistan welcomes the relaxation of international tensions, the universal 

movement towards democracy, the upsurge of economic liberalism, the serious 

pursuit of arms control and the growing respect for the deep-seated urgo of 
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peop~em for the e~orcime of their right to self-determination. These 

fundamental chsngos have created a salutary environment lo. resolving 

conflicts that still persist as a legacy of the cold war and the colonial 

period. Unfortunately, Pakistan’s own aincern quest for durable pence r.nd 

stability in South Asia has foundered on the unconstructive attitude adopted 

by Indie on the Jammu and Kashmir dispute. 

The people of Indian-occupied Jamnu and Kashmir have risen to demand 

their inalienable right to self-determination -- a right solemnly pledged to 

the Kashmiri people by India, Pakistan and the international community in the 

various resolutions adopted by the United Haciona. It is with a deep sense of 

anguish that I report to this Assembly that occupied Janmw and Kashmir remains 

in the throoe of a profound human tragedy. 

The United Nations Security Council and the United Nations Commission for 

India end Pakistan have preacrihed in their resolutions that the future of the 

State of Jamnu and Kashmir muat he decided in accordance with the will of the 

people, expressed through a free and impartial plebiscite under the Quapices 

of the United Nations. I :.,hould iike to draw attention, in particular, to 

Security Council resolution 47 (19481, adopted on 21 April 1948, and the 

resolutions adopted by the United Nations Commission for India and Pakistan on 

13 August 1948 and 5 January 1949. Both India and Pakistan, as parties to the 

dispute, are bound by those resolutions, which continue to be valid and 

operat.ive. The Simla Agreement of 1972 between India and Pakistan 

categorically acknowledged that Kashmir was an outstanding issue that remained 

to he settled. 

Since January 1990 the situation in Indian-occupied J&rwnu and Kashmir has 

greatly deteriorated. The sufferings of innocent Rashmiri men, women and 
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children at the hand8 of Indian security forces have incrossed beyond 

measure. Even Indian human rlghts organimetlonm and media have acknouledged 

the qrave human rlghta violationa by Indlnn force8 in the occupied territory. 

During the last 21 month8 over 5,000 innocent civil(anr have been killed. A 

determined effort is under nay to terrorire alld 8upprc;rr the people. Dawn to 

dusk curfews, house-to-house searches, torture, arbitrary detention and gang 

rape8 of women are dally occurrence8 in the valley. Despite the deployment of 

nearly half a million Xodian military and paramilitary forces in Kashmir, the 

indigenous, widespread uprising continuea to gather momentum, reflecting the 

resolve of the people of Kashmir to secure their inalienable right to 

aelf-determination. Pakistan cannot remain a silent spectator of the 

sufferings of the Kashmiri people, a people with which we are linked by 

unbreakable bond8 of religion, hietory, kinship and culture. 

Human rights vlolatlonr do not take place in a vacuum. They stem from 

failure to find a peaceful solution to political problems. Human rights 

violations that have orcurred in Palestine, South Africa and other parts of 

the world are a result of the inability of the international consnunity to 

redress the political problems inherent in these situations. This also 

applies to Kashmir, where the political problem continues to fester because of 

the failure of the international community to implement the relevant United 

Nations resolutions. 

The uprising in Indian-occupied Kashmir is entirely indigenous and 

spontaneous. India’s attempts to attribute the turmoil to interference by 

Pakistan are both self-serving an.3 misleading. As an earnest of our good 

faith, we had proposed to ?ndia the establishment of a neutral mechanism, such 

as the stationing of impart,ial international observers, along the Line of 
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Control to monitor, survey and investigate the situation and reach independent 

conclueionr. India ham not accapted thim offer - thur l rpoeiag the hollowness 

of its allegations. 

While we rejoice with those who have gained freedom, we cannot ignore the 

plight of the poop10 of Jamnu and Kashmir. The international community must 

exert moral and political pressure on India to desist from the uee of force 

and allow the people of Kashmir to exercise freely their inalienable right to 

self-determination. It ia only through the uniform enforcement of the 

decisions of the Security Council thst faith in the United Nations as an 

instrument of internatiorlal peace and security can be preaerved. A selective 

approach to the settlement of disputes would impail. the image and stature of 

the world body. 
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Pakistan is committed to a peaceful settlement of tbe Jammu and Kashmir 

dispute on the basis of the relevant Security Council resolutions and in the 

spirit of the Simla agreement. For tbat purpose, we have consistently 

expressed our willingness to engage India in a constructive and meaningful 

dialogue. 

The Prime Minister of Pakistan sent a special envoy to India in 

August 1991 conveying the hope that Bakistan and India would settle all 

bilateral disputes peacefully. It is our conviction that the resolution of 

the Kashmir issue would pave the way for a new era in which tension and 

confrontation uovlcI be replaced by harmony and cooperation between the two 

neighbouring countries. 

The heroic struggle of the Afghan people succeeded in freeing their 

homeland from foreign occupation. It also contributed to the current 

resurgence of freeaom and democracy in the world. Rut Afghanistan remains in 

the grip of a continuing armed conflict. Recent developments in the region 

have, however, brightened the prospects for a just political settlement. 

Efforts must now be intensified so that peace can be restored in Afghanistan 

and so that millions of Afghan refugees can return to their homes in safety 

and honour. The essential element of any settlement in Afghanistan must 

necessarily remain the transfer of power from the present dispensation in 

Kabul to a broad-based government representing the will and aspirations of the 

Afghan people. 

Pakistan has emphatically reiterated its commitment to a comprehensive 

political settlement of the Afghanistan problem and has embarked on a series 

of initiatives. We have held extensive consultations with the countries 

concerned, namely Iran, Saudi Arabia, the United States and the Soviet Union. 
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We have also fully supported tha effort% of tha Secretary-General. Pakistan 

and Iran have also resolved to work together with the Afghan mujahidin in a 

trilateral framework to promote the peace process. 

The Secretary-General's five-point proposal, announced on 21 Way 1991, 

provides a set of guiding principles which could form the basis of a possible 

settlement in Afghanistan. We favour a package plan of understandings on all 

the elements of the proposal. While we welcome the recent United 

States-Soviet decision to terminate weapon supplies to all Afghan parties by 

1 January 1992, it is Lmportant that the intervening period should be utilised 

to facilitate agreements on the remaining points, especially on a transition 

mechanism, which is the heart of the Secretary-General'% proposal. 

Understandings should also be worked out on arrangements for the election of 

the future Government of Afghanistan, a cease-fire and the return of the 

Afghan refugees. 

Pakistan has been providing shelter and succour to over 3 million Afghan 

refugees for more than 12 years. They have chosen to face the privations and 

rigour% of exile rather than expose themselves to the insecurity and 

uncertainties caused by the conflict in their homeland. The recent decline in 

international humanitarian assistance has not only exacerbated the hard%hip% 

for the Afghan refugee%, but has also put an unusually heavy strain on our 

already meagre resources. We call upon the international community to 

continue to fulfil its humanitarian obligations until favourable conditions 

have been created for the voluntary return of the refugees to their homeland. 

I would like to express our deep appreciation for the ceaseless efforts 

undertaken by the Secretary-General and his Personal Representative in the 

quest for a comprehensive settlement of the Afghan problem. I would also like 
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to conunend the United Hations High Conmissioner for Refugees for the important 

role ho has played in providing relief and assistance for the Afghan refugees. 

The conflict in the Persian Gulf dealt a grievous blow to the cause of 

regional peace and cooperation. Pakistan took a principled position on the 

isaus consonant with the relevant Security Council resolutions. At the uame 

time, we made l erioue efforta for II peaceful and honourable solution of the 

problem. ?or that purpose. the Prime Minister of Pakistan undertook visits to 

12 Islamic countries and rent special envoy6 to 13 other countries. The armed 

conflict extracted a heavy toll in human losses and caused colossal material 

destruction. Pakistan believes that it is time to put the bitterneas of war 

behind us and open a new chapter of friendship and cooperation. 

Pakistan adheres firmly to the belief that there can be no stable peace 

in the Middle East without the withdrawal of Israeli troops from all Arab and 

Palestinian territories occupied since 1967, including Al-Quda Al-Sharif, and 

the restitution of the inalienable right8 of the Palestinian people, 

especially their right to establish a State of their own in Palestine. 

The courageous and valiant uprising of the Palestinian people in the West 

Bank and the Gara Strip has demonstrated clearly that a people determined to 

secure its freedom and independence cannot be held back through repression. 

We hope that the recent initiatives for the convening of an international 

peace conference on Palestine, with the participation of the parties 

concerned, including the Palestinians, would lead to a just and comprehensive 

settlement in the Middle East. 

The problem of Cyprus remains a matter of concern for all of us. We 

support the efforts of the Secretary-General to resolve the Cyprus question in 

accordance with Security Council resolution 649 (1990). 
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Pakistan has been following with keen iZIt8t8st the initiative of t&e five 

permanent members of the Security Council 013 the issue of Cambodia. We are 

confident tbat their efforts, and those of tbe countries of the Rssociation of 

South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN). will prove fruitful in resolving this issue 

on the basis of the free exercise of the will of the Cambodian people. We 

welcome the fact that Cambodia is represented in the General Assembly by the 

delegation of the Supreme Mational Council headed by His Royal Highness Prince 

Norodom Sihanouk. 

Recent developments in South Africa constitute steps in the right 

direction, but fall short of the complete elimination of apartheid. The 

iaternational community has an obligation to extend wholehearted support to 

the struggle of the people of South Africa for self-determination and majority 

rule. The sanctions imposed against the Pretoria regime should continue to be 

applied until the complete elimination of apartheid an8 tbe establishment of 

majority rule in South Africa have b88n achieved. 

The changed global situation has underscored the importance of regional 

economic cooperation. Pakistan is resolved to give further depth and 

substance to regional cooperation through the South Asian Association for 

Regional Cooperaticn and the Economic Cooperation Orqaniaation. 

Pakistan has consistently promoted the cause of international peace and 

security and the elimination of weapons of mass destruction. We are therefore 

gratified at the conclusion of the strategic arms reduction Treaty (START) 

between the United States and the Soviet Union. Pakistan particularly 

welcomes the recent announcement by President Bush of bold and far-reaching 

rIIeaSUreS eZX!OmpaSSiXlg. inter alia, t&e elimination of land- and sea-based 

tactical nuclear weapons. 
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There MIIU~OI roprorent a major advance in the procemr of nuclwar diearmament 

and cell for an sppropriato roaponme from all concerned Pow*rr. It 18 our 

expectation that thir procror will eventually lead to the total elimination of 

nuclear woaponr. Until then, effective an8 legally binding international 

arrangementa murt be workocl out to aanure all non-nuclear-weapon State8 

against the use or the threat of UIW of nuclear weapons. 

We wpport the early conclusion of a comprshensive nuclear-test-ban 

treaty . Pending the conclusion of such a treaty, nuclear-teat-ban agreements 

could be arrivrd at among regional Staten in different parts of the world. 

There regional agreement8 would not only act a8 important confidence-building 

meaeurea but would also facilitate the Conclusion of a comprehensive 

nuclear-toot-ban treaty. 

Pski6tan rupportm th6 early conclurion of a comprshanrive convention on 

the total prohibition of chemical weapons. Us al60 stand for the pravention 

of an arma race in outer space. 

Global disarmament efforts should be supplemented by dirarmameDt measures 

at the regional level. A regional approach offsrs the most realistic prOUp6Ct 

for meaningful progress towards disarmament, 6inC6 threat p6rC6ptiOD8 and 

security concern6 vary from region to region. This approach is steadily 

gaining ground, aa evidenced by the adoption of a resolution on regional 

disarmament by an overwhelming majority at the forty-fifth aoasion of the 

General Assembly. 
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Negotiations for conventional disarauuneat at the global and regiOM1 

levels must also be pursued vigorously, especially because of the increase in 

the sophistication aad destructive pouer of conventions1 ueapoas. Naval 

disarmament has become aa equally important objective. because of the rapid 

augmentation of the naval power of aome Gtetes. The acquisition of aircraft 

carriers and nuclear-pouered aubrnariues by some regional States is a cause of 

grave concern to their smaller neighbours. 

Pakistan has proposed a number of diaaumauent measures to strengthen 

peace aud stability in aouth Asia. He believe that a regional approach to 

non-proliferation, based on the principle8 of equality aad non-discrimination, 

is the moat feasible and effective mesas of resolving the nuclear issue in 

south Asia. In addition to several proposals made to India since 1974 to keep 

our region free of nuclear ueapoaa, including the eatabliabmeat of a 

nuclear-weapon-free Zone, the Prime Minister of Pakistan recently put forward 

three important proposals for arma control and nuclear non-proliferation in 

south Asia. These proposals call forr first. consultations by the United 

States, the Soviet Union and China with India and Pakistan to ensure nuclear 

non-proliferation in south Asia; secondly, bilateral arraugementa or a 

regional regime for the prohibition of all ueapons of maas destruction in 

south Asia; and, thirdly, a mutual and balanced reduction of forces in south 

Asia consistent with the principle of equal and undiminished security at the 

lonest level of armaments. 

We are encouraged by the positive response to our proposals by many 

countries. We hope that India will also respond positively, particularly to 

the proposal for five-nation consultations for a nuclear non-proliferation 

regime in aouth Asia. 
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Nuclear non-proliferation in routh Asia i8 a vital condirion for regional 

peace, security and progrerr. The proporalr udo by our Prim8 Minirter are in 

keeping with the rpirit of tho timer and rofloct our geauino dorire that the 

routh Arian countrier should concentrate their effortr on economic development 

through the diverrion of re8ource8 currontlp allocated to defence to 

devrlopm8ntrl purporo8. 

The queetion of a-8 tranrferr rhould be considgred within the overall 

context of convmntion81 an88 control, taking into account the indigenour 

dsf8nce production capabilitie8 of difforant countrie8 a~ well a8 their 

legitimate security concbrna. 

Each country ha8 the sovereign right to determine it8 own legitimate 

defence needs. Many small and medium-8ired Staten, lacking indigenour defence 

production capabilitiar, are obliged to depend upon international transfers of 

arm8 to meet their l msential recurity needr. In some cases, threats to their 

security emanate from neighbouring State8 with large indigenous defence 

production capabilities. Obvioualy, the denial of the scquieition of arms 

through international tran8fers would endanger the security of such small and 

vulnerable States. Tbir would have a destabiliring effect on international 

peace and security. It is esreatial, therefore, to ensure that controls on 

arms transfers do not create or perpetuate dangerous regional imbalances. 

The world stands on the threshold of an era of great promise and hope. 

The prospect8 of lasting peace are more real today than at any time drlring the 

past many decades. But for many people in the third world this peace is 

distant and irrelevant. While the incidence of death by bullets may have 

declined, the nwnher of victims of deprivation continues to rise. Illiteracy, 

disease, malnourishment, unemployment and destitution are on the increase. We 
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1.0 in painful detnil, day after day, the horror cf human poverty. Thir ir 

not real peace. 

The 19SOr have been described am the docado lort to dovolopment. If 

corrective action is not taken, it may well #pawn a lort generation by the 

year 2000. According to some estimator, the induetrialined world today 

consumes $6 trillion more of income annually than at the beginning of the 

1980s. Over the same period it reduced itr annual aid to the daveloping world 

by $4 billion. Worst still, itr net resource tranrfere to theme countries, 

taking account of interest payments, became negative. In 1990 alone the 

negative transfer of reaourcea from the developing to developed countries 

amounted to $39 billion. 

The Declaration (S-1613) adopted at the eighteenth rpecial mewion of the 

General assembly prcvided an agreed platform for conmon action. It 

encompassed commitments by the developed and developing countrieo to enhance 

international economic cooperation and to rwitalire growth and development. 

In the spirit of the Declaration, many third-world countries have taken 

wide-ranging meatwrea to enhance efficiency in economic management. Concrete 

stepa have been taken by their Governments to liberalise their economies, roll 

back State intervention and promote trade and investnrent. 

In Pakiatan, too, the Government of Prime Minister Muhammad Naraa Sharif 

has launched a programme of comprehensive economic reforms involving 

privatization and deregulation with a view to encouraging economic activity in 

a liberal framework. These reforms, unprecedented in Pakistaa's history, are 

aimed at stimulating and encouraging market forces a8 the main engine of 

economic growth. In accordance with its policy of self-reliance, the 

Government ia focusing on the promotion of exports and foreign investment in 

the country. 
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Regrettably. the international economic environment amains heavily 

weighted againat the developing countries. The industrialised countrier have 

not matched with concrete steps the reform mealurea being taken in the third 

world. Our efforts et fosterinq growth and development continue to be 

stonewalled by tha denial of msrkst (LCCOIII, dwindling resource flows, absence 

of foreign investment and a crushing debt burden. Rapid action aimed at 

resolving theno problems ts imperative. A special effort will have to be made 

to ensure a successful conclusion of the Uruguay Round, which remains 

deadlocked on a number of key issues. 

Close partnership is also necessary to counter the escalating threat of 

environmental degradation. The international community must evolve a 

comprehensive strategy for addressing this grave problem. The 

responsibilities and obligations of both the developed and the developing 

countries were clearly spelt out in resolution 441228. A truly universal 

compact on the environment will have to incorporate the developmental 

dimension. The commitments involving the transfer of additional resources and 

-.vironmentally sound technologies to the developing countries will, 

therefore. havo to be honoured in full. It is the sincere hope of the 

Pakistan delegation that preoccupation with short term gains will be resisted 

and that the course which we had set before us at the forty-fourth session of 

the General Assembly will be pursued earnestly. 

The current session, L\f the General Assembly is taking place at a crucial 

moment in the history of the United Nations. The role of the world body in 

achieving the independents of Namibia, promoting peace in Central America, 

reversing aggression in the Gulf and settling regional disputes has earned for 

it the respect and gratitude of the international community. While we rejoice 



at thmr. l ucc~~mom, wl) expect a mot. forceful contribution from the Unitad 

Ilstiona in fortmrinq l cononic growth and dwmlopumat la the third world. This 

ir clrarly rrot a tark beyond our reach. If bittor l dvorrarior of yortoryear 

can becoma willi+ partner8 of today, it ir not too much to hope that thlr 

inmsnae reaourcem of thm world will be utilised for mankind’8 collective 

well-being. Only thus will we be able to lay the foundation8 of l verlsrting 

peace and universal prosperity. 
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&-cl (Poland) I I l hould lika to convoy to 

Ambamrrdor Samit Shihabi the congratulationa of Poland on him l loction to the 

presidency of the General Amsombly. It ir with particular ploarure that I 

welcome in thir high office a rmprementative of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, 

one 02 the founding Memberm of the Organisation. ‘IO the outgoing Premident, 

Mr. Guido de Marco of Malta, whoa Poland warn ploared to homt recently, warm 

thankm are due for him roaarkable leadermhip of the forty-fifth sommion. I 

slmo wirh to arpresr to the Secretary-General, Mr. Jsvior Peres de Cuellar, 

our respect for and appreciation of hi8 dedicated decade-long morvice to the 

United Rationr. Wo pay a tribute to him for hi6 achieuementr. 

It im with mpecial gratification that I welcome in our midst reven new 

Member8 of the Organisation: the Democratic People’r Republic of Korea, the 

Republic of Korea, the tederated States of Micronesia, the Republic of the 

Marshall Islands, and the Baltic Republics - Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. 

It ir to be hope8 that the admimrion of the two Korean Statem will prove to be 

helpful in unifying the Korean nation. As to the Baltic countries, I wish to 

say that the new Government of Poland has always supported the aspirations of 

these old nations to regain their independence. We are happy that the tragic 

chapter of their history has now finally been clossd. 

Since the last session of the General Assembly, democracy has been 

consolidated in Central and Eastern Europa. Recent events in the Soviet Union 

and the opposition to and failure of the WV d’6t.e have proved that 

democratic transformations are irreversible. 

Throughout the Gulf conflict, and after f t, the Security Council and the 

international community at large have been upholding the principles enshrinod 

in the Charter of the United Nations, This marks a watershed in the history 
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, 
of our Organisation and in intern&iAal relations. The action of the United 

Nations reaffirms the primacy of international law, sovereignty and equality 

of States, democratic values and respect for human rights. 

Yet we have to make a great and. systematic effort. In particular, 

conflicts and tensions that were, in a sense, immobilised or stabilised by the 

cold war should not be permitted to erupt. The community of nations faces 

formidable challenges regarding international security and the construction of 

the economic foundations of security. These tasks reflect the growing weight 

of North-South relationships, including their East-South component. The 

reactivation of growth in the developing countries and the reorientation of 

the economies of the new European democracies towards market rules ate of 

paramouut importance. The now defunct East-West conftontation must not be 

superseded by a feud originating in tensions which are being bred by 

underdevelopment. In particular, the model of world trade must change: 

protectionism is vrong for consun,9fs and, in the final analysis, is harmful 

for producers. The fragmentation of the world economy into rival blocs is of 

no advantage to anybody. The contracting parties to the General Agreement on 

Tariffs and Trade must strive to reach a prompt and satisfactory conclusion to 

the Uruguay Round, 

The success of the new der..:xracies in Central and Eastern Europe is 

likely to constitute a useful example for some States of other continents to 

study and follow. Our success will lead to expanding market opportunities for 

the products of the South. 

The experience of the Gulf conflict should lead to the consolidation of 

the Organization. First of all, we should maintain the effectiveness of the 

Security Council. We need an imaginative approach - peace-keeping operations 
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should be followed by peacemaking. nhilo some provirionr al Chapter VII of 

the Charter l till await implementation, psrallol meanm must bo dovised to 

allow the United Matloam to prevent and dirrourago aggrer8ion, control arma 

build-ups and rolve humanitarian and ecological problema resulting from armed 

conflict. The Uaitod Nation8 ryatem no doubt need8 reform in order to serve 

better the interesta of Member Staten in a coat-sffective manner. we support 

the concept OC a unitary United Nations. 

The conaenaum CC the permanent members of the Security Council and their 

determination to dimcourage the threat or use of force are l mrential factors 

in creating a workable, post-cold-war international order. That order must. 

in the first place, be able to prevent conflicts. And when there has been a 

breach of the peace, the new order muat provide for conflict and post-conflict 

management. The leason of the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait is clear: we need 

more than mere deterrence, 

Poland agrees fully with the Secretary-General that there should be 

arrangements for alleviating the burdens incurred by countries which 

participate in economic measures against the offender State. Some of that 

State’s economic partners may suffer considerably aa a result of abiding by 

the decisions of the Organizaion. It is clear that Article 50 of the Charter 

does not constitute a sufficient remedy. While that Article could be 

strengthened, another regulation dealing with a different aspect of security 

arrangements has long since become obsolete and should be deleted from the 

Charter. I refer here to Article 107 and the relevant part of Article 53. 

These provisions deal with the action - that is, Article 107, and, in 

particular, enforcement action - that is, Article 53, paragraph 1, to be taken 

“in relation to any State which during the Second World War has been an enemy 
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of my ~iqaatory" of the United Nations Chartor. The category of "owmy 

State", which 90or back to 1945, III no longer relevant In United letiom law 

and practice. Thor0 are l nachronirtic provirionm which do not correspond to 

the l.egal and political rsality of the Organisation. Article 107 is in 

Chapter XVII of the Charter, which dsmcribes itr subject nattor am 

"tran*itional". In fact, we have that tranmltion behind UI. I am convinced 

that there is consensus in the Assembly that thero provimionm should be struck 

out of the Charter and relegated to whet. they belong - that i8, to hirtory. 

In this period of change, we rhould ask not only what thir Organisation 

can do for ua. but a180 what the Member State8 could and should do to turn the 

Organiration into an instrument of their dynamic policies in harmony with the 

Charter. 

International security begins with good relations with neighbours. The 

recent historical change in Polish-German relations is our conmnon contribution 

to security in Europe and in the world. I pay a tribute to those Poles and 

Germans whose imagination and perseverance made this change possible and 

lasting. 

We are doing our best to develop the creative process of interaction in 

Europe. New regional arrangements have a role to fulfil here: trilateral 

coooperation between Poland, Czechoslovakia and Hungary: Baltic cooperation; 

and the Hexagonale group. The functiona of the Conference on Security and 

Co-operation in Europe are essential and they are expanding. All this 

reflects the determination to build cooperative security in Europe. 
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Armamentr are a problen of our time. The limitation and monitoring of 

international arme tranrfars ought to be among the gear8 of conflict 

prevention and post-conflict management. We need an enhanced transparency in 

conventional arm ttanmactionr, l epocially in unrtablo and conflict-prone 

arebe, Tranmparancy would help to set up a kind of early warning eyrtem. 

Poland aupportr the initiative of the 12 member Statr 1 of the European 

Community to smtablirh a United Nationr-administered register of conventional 

arms tranrfor8. We are prepared to join in rponaoring an appropriate draft 

resolution. 

However, to be reliable the new international order must involve not only 

a check on the accumulation of arms; it must also atop the proliferation of 

weapons of masa destruction and of misaflo technology. An important step 

towards such a 9081 would be the prompt finalisation of the convention on 

chemical weapona, and the enhancement of the effectiveness of the biological 

weapons convention. Wide adherence to the non-proliferation Treaty is of the 

utmost importance. We welcome the recent statement8 by France and China and 

aome other nuclear-capable countries, including the Republic of South Africa, 

that they are willing to re-examine their attitude with respect to that 

Treaty. Experience resulting from the Gulf conflict indicates, in regard to 

the non-proliferation Treaty, that the safeguards system of the International 

Atomic Energy Agency should be further developed. 

The Treaty on Intermediate-Range and Shorter-Range Missiles and the 

strategic arms reduction Treaty (START) are big steps towards structuring 

global security. Recently there was a development of the utmost 

significance: 1 am referring to the disarmament initiatives announced on 

27 September this year by the President of the United States of America. The 
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changes aftoct the land, naval and sir nuclear rorcor. This broad vision 

brings us closer to a much rafor and bettor world order. 

X think that all would agree that global security can no longer ba 

addressed in terms of ooe group of Stetes or another. The devolopiog uorld fa 

spending 200 billion dollarr annually oo armameotm. This is a share of the 

gross national product of those countries that ia much higher than that of the 

developed Stator. The quertion im how to bring the “peace dividend” to bear 

on development oeedr. 

Let N msko one particular point vlth regard to the Treaty on 

Conventional Armed lorcer in Europe. The changes within the Soviet Union must 

not endanger this Treaty. The procers of itr ratification and entry into 

force should be completmd ao soon aa porsible. Ratification of the Treaty in 

its present foru has no bearing on, and especially doom not restrict. the 

right of the Soviet republics to self-determination and independence. TheBe 

are different iaauor that do not conflict with each other. Succession to the 

obligations resulting from the Treaty must take place with regard to all 

States emerging on Soviet territory. Strict implementation of the Treaty is 

of paramount importance to stability and security in Europe. 

No world order is conceivable without the healing of the wounds of the 

Middle East. Poland pledges its support to a determined search for an 

equitable and enduring pence in the area. Such a peace is possible provided 

that the legitimate security interests of all countries and peoples of the 

region are safeguarded. A truly historic challenge and opportunity arise from 

the efforts to bring about, pursuant to Security Council resolutions 

242 (1967) and 338 (1973). a Middle East conference with United Nations 

participation. Such a conference would stand a better chance if antagonisms 

and mistrust were overcome. Nor should there be any room for false 
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accumationr . tar thoro rmamom Polrnd boSiovor that the Oonoral Amrwbly 

l hould repeal rorolution 3379 (XXX) of 10 lovomber 1975 on Zionimm. Let mm 

add that the Solidarity movwnent in Poland and the nmw govermnt have always 

boon againrt that rorolution. In the Unitad Watioom, ita roaclrrion ham been 

long overdue. Conrequently, Poland will jolo in rponmorinq a draft rorolutioa 

to this offect. 

The Yuqomlsv crimia ir caum for great concern. Wo fear that this crisis 

could have adverse conmequences for European unity and for cooperation beyond 

Europa. Poland mlco#no6 Security Council rorolutfon 713 (1991) and will abide 

by it. In that resolution we Bee significant rupport for the mtepa that are 

being taken by the luropaan Cornrunity and the Conference on Security and 

Co-operstioa in Europe (CSCE). 

I think that in the course of time, when the cease-firs is consolidated, 

there night be room for further peace initiatives regarding the Yugoslav 

CriSiU. After all the roquirsd condition8 are met - and the consent of the 

parties figurer prominently therein - the monitoring mission could be 

strengthened and other peace-keeping meammo conniderod. Poland is ready to 

put its experience in that field at the disposal of the United Nations and of 

the competent European organirations. We are equally ready to participate in 

the mediation or conciliation process or other appropriate mechanisms. We 

welcome the recourse to arbitration. 

L.et ma add that the use8 of peace-keeping in Kurope may potentially have 

ramifications that will be vider than the Yugoslav conflict. Some areas of 

Europe are passing through a period of not always predictable transition. Yet 

Europe must remain a continent of peace, security and friendly cooperation. 

This broader perspective of peace-keeping and peace-management in Europe was 

recently envisaged by the President of the Republic of Poland and Nobel Peace 
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Yrixe winner, Hr. Lech Walers, in him address to the ?edoral Assembly of 

Czechoslovakia on 17 September 1991. This broader approach servea the aims of 

the United Nation6 and should enable us better to combine our peace efforts. 

Let me now turn to aome of the global issues in fields other than the 

eliminstion of srmed strife and the maintenance of military and political 

security. 

The Economic and Social Council decided last May to authorise the 

Secretary-General to hold consultations with a view to convening a sununit 

meeting on issues of social policies and development. We welcome this 

initiative as yat another manifestation of a departure from sterile, 

ideologically motivated disputes OL social issues in favour of the 

consideration of specific steps to strengthen the position of the individual 

and provide for better standards of life in greater freedom. 

The importance of the Economic and Social Council initiatives derives 

also from the fact that, as the -xi DsvelQpnagtRePPrt puts it, the 

lack of political commitment, not of finanrial resources, is often the real 

cause for human neglect. 

In view of its past experience, Poland believes that economic development 

is inconceivable without its being firmly predicated on sound social 

development where the individual and his intereats are overriding goals. We 

therefore welcome the preparations for the International Year of the Family, 

the broadest framework yet of an integraLed approach to social questions at 

the United Nations. In line with the current trend in the Economic and Social 

Council, social and economic issues should be treated jointly, and this goes 

klsc f5r the wcrlrt economic and accibl report5 that mra still being preparer3 

separately. 
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One of the global challenges we face is the dogradation of the 

environJnent. The succm68 of the United Nations Conference on Environment and 

Development, to be held in Braril in 1992, will depend on the working out of 

specific progranmaes and cost estimatea. Otherwise, there will be little 

chance for cosunitmenta on the tranrfer of snv~tonmentally sound technologies 

and on the modalities and procedures of such transfer. There is need for 

additional financial reoOurcesr and although estimates vary the amounts would 

be large by any standard. The new sources of funding might include, first, 

the conversion of a part of debts for ecological purposes and, secondly, 

UICIIB ’ fees and pollution charges. In any case, there must be predictability 

of resources to ensure the continuity of the flow of financial means. Those 

are some of the problems that should be carefully studied in preparing for the 

Conference. 

May I add that the United Nations haa a greater role to play in bringing 

help to victims of natural and man-made disastera. 

The declaration by the General Assembly of a United Nations Decade of 

International Law should lead to an intellectual effort linked to coordination 

between various participants. The taak, if taken seriously, is a tremendous 

ono. 

Among other initiatives, emphasis should be put on the implementation of 

international law in both the municipal and the intergovernmental spheres. 

There are various reaaons why domestic application of international law by 

administrative organs and Courts leaves much to be desired, There are a 

number of countries that would certainly benefit frwm more extensive and 

systemctic information on the possible approaches to the problem of domestic 

implementation. But there is also room for improvement in some of the States 
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whorr the rule of law ia otherwire respected. Today there i8 much a marrive 

influx of internation law into thm ixlternsl legal order of each Btste that 

the effectivenear of the protean require6 a very high level of expertire and 

very efficient functioning of the legielature, the executive and the courts. 

The Decado should be used to bring about progrers in this field. 

This ia particularly important with regard to municipal implomentntion of 

international inrtrwnentr on human rights and fundamental freedomrr, including 

the protection of minorities. The Secretary-General deserves credit for 

stressing that 

“the principle of non-interference with the essential domestic 

jurisdiction of States cannot be regarded as a protective barrier behind 

which human rights could be massiveiy or systematically violated with 

impunity . ” f-p.1 

It should be made clear thst the exception of domestic jurisdiction does 

not apply to any cane where there is international regulation. Today, 

practically all the multifarious human rights and fundamenta! frscdoms are 

subject to treaty or other obligations. Hence, their violation does not 

belong to the reawrved domain of Staten, nor does individual or concerted 

action by Governments in defence of human rights constitute any interference 

or intervention in the internal affairs of the State. 

The Decade of International Law should also draw our attention to the 

role of international tribuiiais. The recent frequent resort by States to the 

International Court of Justice is a positive development. The acceptance of 

the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court should be encouraged. In particular, 

it would seem useful to study the possibility of extending the practice of 

States under the optional clause of the Statute of the International Court of 
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Justice whereby States parties to a dispute would agree to go to tbe Court 

sbouldl the Security Council of the United Sationa a0 recommen&. I am 

referring to Article 36, paragraph 3, of the Charter and to Article 36 of the 

Court's Statute. Finally, because it entails flexibility and has otber 

advantaqes, recourse to arbitration should be enhanced. 

As our world becomes less and less divided, the role of law in 

strengthening tbe structure of international society becomes greater. SOB@ 

sap that there are situations in which there is a contradiction between 

national interest and the law of the Charter. Tbat is not true, aa our 

Orqanixation is, I thinlr, provhq it. In tbe United Mations there is no 

alternative to cooperation and comon action under the rule of law. 

The meetgnu rose at 1.25 wm. 


